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Comic & Illustration Art
The

Property of a Distinguished American Collector

What makes a “Distinguished Collector”?

A

distinguished collector is an individual who has elevated himself within the field by curating an assemblage of such
breadth and quality that few can match its stature. Through discernment, taste, and vision, this individual marshals his resources
to acquire a body of material that is not only representative of styles and periods, but also selects for works of lasting importance.
From an objective perspective, the only downside to the distinguished collector’s endeavor is that prized material vanishes from
the market. The collection on offer here epitomizes both breadth and quality, representing a majority of artists who have had an
enduring impact on the medium with examples of their most iconic output. These pieces, in large part, have been locked away
for decades. It’s incredibly rare for such a bonanza to see the light of day. The property of a distinguished collector coming to
market is always an event, but in this case, with the offering of Bernie Wrightson’s wraparound cover for the illustrated edition
of Frankenstein by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, it is truly a historic occasion. While certainly Wrightson’s magnum opus, this
mammoth illustration is arguably the finest work in pen and ink accomplished in the twentieth (or perhaps, any) century.
The following selection is just a glimpse of the top-tier material contained in these pages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

John Byrne original artwork for Fantastic Four #256 complete 22-page story “The Annihilation Gambit”.
Jack Kirby and John Verpoorten original artwork for The Eternals #2 cover and complete 17-page story “The Celestials”.
Jack Kirby and Vince Colletta original artwork for The Mighty Thor #139 complete 16-page story “To Die Like a
God” and many other iconic Kirby artworks.
Al Williamson, Frank Frazetta, and Roy Krenkel original artwork for Weird Fantasy #20 complete 7-page story “I,
Rocket”.
Robert Crumb original artwork for American Splendor #4 complete 7-page story “The Young Crumb Story”.
Robert Crumb original artwork for Introducing Kafka complete 10-page story “In The Penal Colony”.
Steve Ditko (6) The Amazing Spider-Man pages from the famous original 1960s run & Strange Tales #131 Page 3.
Will Eisner original artwork for complete 7-page The Spirit story “The Fly” dated March 10, 1946.
Graham Ingels original artwork for Vault of Horror #38 complete 7-page “The Witch’s Cauldron!” story “Out of Sight...”
Wally Wood original artwork for Two Fisted Tales #35 complete 7-page story “New Orleans”.
Barry Windsor-Smith original monumental painting “Artemis & Apollo” and “Conan” artwork.
Michael Kaluta monumental original painting “The Shadow Knows” and many other Kaluta works.
Many complete stories from the Golden Age of EC Comics.
A plethora of covers and interiors from MAD Magazine.
Bernie Wrightson original cover painting for A Look Back.
Barry Windsor-Smith (2) “Weapon X” pages from Marvel Comics Presents.
Jim Lee and Scott Williams original double page splash artwork for Batman #611.
John Buscema and George Klein original title splash artwork for Avengers #58 Page 1.
Brian Bolland original artwork for The Outisders #18 complete 8-page story “Freeway of Fear”.
John Romita, Jr. and Bob Wiacek original artwork for Iron Man #264 complete 22-page story “Where Is Iron Man”.
Sanjulián original cover painting for Eerie #53 featuring “The Mummy”.
Dave Stevens and Dave Dorman original cover painting for Rocketeer Adventure Magazine #2.
Frank Frazetta original sketches for Canaveral plates.
Gene Colan original large self-portrait artwork with his most popular superheroes.
Jeff Jones original oil paintings including “The Mummy”.
Ken Kelly original “Conan” painting “Chamber of Illusions”.

Thank you for participating and good luck!

Joe Maddalena and the PIH Team
Prospective buyers are advised to personally examine any property prior to bidding. All lots are sold “as is.” The art offered for sale in this auction is largely vintage
production art. This means the art was created for the purpose of being mechanically reproduced, and was physically handled by production staff. Accordingly,
the art may exhibit such characteristics as bends, folds, minor tears in paper or boards, mild discoloration, slight staining, residual glue or tape marks on recto or
verso, stray marks, and other physical imperfections. Prospective buyers should not expect that art will be in “perfect” condition. Bidders may call us with condition questions about specific lots, however any statement made by us should be considered our opinion only and not a statement of fact. Our subjective opinions
cannot be considered warranties or representations, nor will they constitute any assumption of liability on our part. Therefore once again, all prospective buyers
are advised to personally examine any property prior to bidding, by appointment, in either New York City or Los Angeles, California.

CONDITIONS OF SALE - AGREEMENT BETWEEN
PROFILES IN HISTORY AND BIDDER
Read This Part First

THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER SHALL NOT CONTEST ANY SUCH
CREDIT OR DEBIT ACCOUNT CHARGE ON THE GROUND
THAT PROFILES WAS NOT SO AUTHORIZED.

BY EITHER REGISTERING TO BID OR PLACING A BID, THE
BIDDER ACCEPTS THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE AND ENTERS
INTO A LEGALLY, BINDING, ENFORCEABLE AGREEMENT
WITH PROFILES IN HISTORY.

2. Title. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will
pass to the highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer but fully subject
to Buyer’s compliance with all of the terms of the Conditions of Sale and
the Registration Form.

The following terms and conditions constitute the sole terms and
conditions under which Profiles in History (“Profiles”) will offer for
sale and sell the property described in the Catalog. These Conditions
of Sale constitute a binding agreement between the Bidder and
Profiles with respect to the auction. By bidding at auction, whether
in person, through an agent or representative, by telephone, facsimile,
on-line, absentee bid, or by any other form of bid or by any other means,
the Bidder acknowledges the thorough reading and understanding of all
of these Conditions of Sale, all descriptions of items in the Catalog, and
all matters incorporated herein by reference, and agrees to be fully bound
thereby.

3. Rights Reserved. Profiles reserves the right to withdraw any lot before
or at the time of the auction, and/or to postpone the auction of all or any
lots or parts thereof, for any reason. Profiles shall not be liable to any Bidder
in the event of such withdrawal or postponement under any circumstances.
Profiles reserves the right to refuse to accept bids from anyone.

NO BID MAY BE PLACED IN ANY MANNER UNLESS THE
BIDDER HAS FULLY REVIEWED AND AGREES TO ALL OF THE
“CONDITIONS OF SALE” EITHER PRINTED IN THE CATALOG
OR ON-LINE, AS WELL AS THE TERMS OF THE REGISTRATION
FORM. BY PLACING ANY BID, THE BIDDER REPRESENTS
AND WARRANTS TO PROFILES THAT HE OR SHE HAS
FULLY REVIEWED AND AGREES TO BE BOUND BY ALL OF
THESE “CONDITIONS OF SALE” AND THE TERMS OF THE
REGISTRATION FORM. WITHOUT SUCH REPRESENTATION,
WARRANTY AND AGREEMENT, PROFILES WOULD NOT
PERMIT THE BIDDER TO BID.
Bidder and Profiles agree that any agreements between the Bidder and
Profiles including but not limited to these Conditions of Sale are entered
into in Los Angeles County, California, which is where the agreements are
to be performed and the auction to take place, no matter where Bidder
is situated and no matter by what means or where Bidder was informed
of the auction and regardless of whether catalogs, materials, or other communications were received by Bidder in another location. Both Profiles
and the Bidder agree that any disputes under these Conditions of Sale,
the subject matter hereof, the entering into, or any aspect of the auction,
shall be exclusively governed by California law, and that any and all claims
or actions shall be brought and maintained only in Los Angeles County,
California in a State or Federal Court to the exclusion of any other venue,
locale or jurisdiction. All parties submit to such jurisdiction. Both Bidder
and Profiles agree that these provisions are intended to be binding on all
parties and that they shall solely control choice-of-law, venue and jurisdiction in the event of any dispute specifically including third party claims
and cross-actions brought by either Profiles or Bidder, and that absent
such agreement, Profiles would not permit Bidder to bid hereunder. Any
violation of the terms of this Paragraph shall entitle the affected party to
reasonable attorney fees and litigation costs in addition to all other available
remedies, all of which remain reserved. The parties agree that Profiles shall
be entitled to present these Conditions of Sale to a court in any jurisdiction
other than set forth in this paragraph as conclusive evidence of the parties’
agreement, and the parties further agree that the court shall immediately
dismiss any action filed in such jurisdiction. Notwithstanding any other
provision herein, the prevailing party in any claim, dispute or litigation
between the parties shall be entitled to an award of reasonable attorney
fees and costs of litigation.
Unless otherwise set forth in the Catalog, all property will be offered
by Profiles solely as agent for the seller or consignor of the property
(“Consignor”) and not on its own behalf.
Profiles is in compliance, to the fullest extent possible, with California
procedures regarding the bonding of auctioneers.
1. Final Bid Price, Purchase Price and Payment. The term, “Final Bid
Price” means the amount of the highest bid acknowledged and acceptable
to Profiles. The term, “Purchase Price” means the sum of (1) the Final Bid
Price; (2) a premium payable by the successful Bidder (also referred to
throughout these Conditions of Sale as “Buyer”) twenty percent (20%)
of the Final Bid Price if paid in full in cash or by valid check; or
twenty four percent (24%) of bid price if paid by Credit Card;
and twenty eight percent (28%) of bid price and won through
the internet; (3) applicable taxes (including California and local sales
tax and/or compensating use tax based upon the purchase price unless
exempted by law and/or where Buyer presents an original, valid resale
certificate with a copy for Profiles’ records from the California State Board
of Equalization); (4) shipping, handling and insurance coverage if requested
by Buyer and agreed upon by Profiles. Profiles may accept current and valid
VISA, MasterCard, Discover and American Express credit or debit cards for
payment but under the express condition that any property purchased by
credit or debit card shall not be refundable, returnable, or exchangeable, and
that no credit to Buyer’s credit or debit card account will be issued under
any circumstances. The last sentence constitutes Profiles’ “official policy”
regarding returns, refunds, and exchanges where credit or debit cards are
used. For payment other than by cash, delivery will not be made unless
and until full payment has been actually received by Profiles, i.e., check has
fully cleared or credit or debit card funds fully obtained. All International
purchases must be paid via bank wire transfer, contact our main office for
bank wire information.
Profiles has been authorized by the seller or consignor to retain, as
partial remuneration, the premium set forth as number (2) in this paragraph. Unless otherwise agreed in a writing signed by Profiles, payment in full is due within seven calendar days of the auction or within
five calendar days of the invoice date, whichever is later. PROFILES
SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT, AND THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER
HEREBY UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY PREAUTHORIZES PROFILES, TO CHARGE FROM AND COLLECT
ALL AMOUNTS OWED FROM ALL CREDIT AND/OR DEBIT
ACCOUNTS IDENTIFIED TO PROFILES BY THE SUCCESSFUL
BIDDER PRIOR TO BIDDING IN THE EVENT THAT THE
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER DOES NOT MAKE TIMELY PAYMENT
UNDER THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE. IN SUCH EVENT, THE
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER AUTHORIZES PROFILES TO COLLECT
ALL AMOUNTS OWED FROM ANY OF SAID ACCOUNTS, AND

4. Auctioneer’s Discretion. Profiles shall determine opening bids and bidding increments. The auctioneer has the right in its absolute discretion to
reject any bid in the event of dispute between bidders or if the auctioneer
has doubt as to the validity of any bid, to advance the bidding at its absolute
discretion and to determine the successful bidder in the event of a dispute
between bidders, to continue the bidding or to reoffer and resell the lot in
question. In the event of a dispute after the sale, Profiles’ record of final sale
shall be conclusive. The auctioneer also may reject any bid and withdraw
the lot from sale if the auctioneer decides either that any opening bid is
below the reserve (see paragraph 5 below) of the lot or article or that an
advance is insufficient. Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer at
the time of sale, no lots may be divided for the purpose of sale.
5. Reserves. Lots may be subject to a reserve which is the confidential
minimum price below which the lot will not be sold. Although the auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot below the reserve by placing a
bid on behalf of the seller, Profiles reserves the right to protect the reserve
by bidding through the auctioneer and continuing to bid on behalf of
the seller up to the reserve amount either through consecutive bids or by
placing bids in response to other bidders. Consignors may not bid on their
own lots or property. If the consignor is indebted to or has a monetary
guarantee from Profiles in certain circumstances, Profiles may have an
interest in an offered lot and the proceeds therefrom apart from Profiles’
commissions, and Profiles may bid thereon to protect such interest. In such
instance, Profiles is entitled to its standard commission rate when a lot is
“bought-in” to protect its interest.
6. Risk and Responsibility; Agency. The buyer shall, once deemed the
highest bidder on the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, bear all risk and
responsibility for the lot, and neither Profiles, its agents nor employees,
shall thereafter be liable for any loss or damage to the property. The buyer
will also be required to sign a confirmation of purchase at such time if
requested by the auctioneer. All bidders are deemed to be acting as principals unless Profiles acknowledges in writing prior to the auction that the
bidder is acting as agent for another party. In the absence of such written
acknowledgment, the bidder guarantees payment of the Purchase Price of
a successful bid.
7. Possession and Removal; Charges. No portion of any lot may be removed
from the premises or possession transferred to Buyer unless Buyer has fully
complied with these Conditions of Sale and the terms of the Registration
Form, and unless and until Profiles has received the Purchase Price funds
in full. Notwithstanding the above, all property must be removed from
the premises by Buyer at his or her sole expense not later than seven (7)
calendar days from the invoice date. If all or any property has not been so
removed within that time, in addition to any other remedies available to
Profiles all of which are reserved, a handling charge of one percent (1%) of
the Purchase Price per month will be assessed and payable to Profiles by
Buyer, with a minimum of five percent (5%) assessed and payable to Profiles
by Buyer for any property not removed within sixty (60) days. Profiles shall
additionally have the option, in its sole discretion, of transferring any of
such property to a public warehouse at the full risk and expense of Buyer.
Profiles, in addition, reserves the right to impose a late charge of fifteen
percent (15%) per year on the Purchase Price if Buyer does not make full
payment in accordance herewith. Profiles and Buyer acknowledge and
agree that these charges are reasonably imposed to partially compensate
Profiles for losses and expenses associated with any such delays.
8. Off-Site Bidding. Bidding by telephone, facsimile-transmission (fax-in),
on-line, or absentee bidding (advance written bids submitted by mail) are
offered solely as a convenience and permitted subject to advance arrangements, availability, and Profiles’ approval which shall be exercised at Profiles’
sole discretion. Neither Profiles nor its agents or employees shall be held
liable for the failure to execute bids or for errors relating to any transmission or execution thereof. In order to be considered for off-site bidding in
any manner, Bidders must comply with all of these Conditions of Sale and
the terms contained on the Registration Form.
9. Profiles’ Remedies. Failure of the Bidder/Buyer to comply with any
of these Conditions of Sale or the terms of the Registration Form, is
an event of default. In such event, Profiles may, in addition to any other
available remedies specifically including the right to hold the defaulting
Bidder/Buyer liable for the Purchase Price or to charge and collect from
the defaulting Bidder/Buyer’s credit or debit accounts as provided for elsewhere herein: (a) cancel the sale, retaining any payment made by the Buyer
as damages (the Bidder/Buyer understands and acknowledges that Profiles
will be substantially damaged should such default occur, and that damages
under sub-part (a) are necessary to compensate Profiles for such damages;
(b) resell the property without reserve at public auction or privately; (c)
charge the Bidder/Buyer interest on the Purchase Price at the rate of one
and one-half per cent (1.5%) per month or the highest allowable interest
rate; (d) take any other action that Profiles, in its sole discretion, deems necessary or appropriate to preserve and protect Profiles’ rights and remedies.
Should Profiles resell the property, the original defaulting buyer shall be
liable for the payment of any deficiency in the purchase price and all costs
and expenses associated therewith , including but not limited to warehousing, sales-related expenses, reasonable attorney fees and court costs, commissions, incidental damages and any other charges due hereunder which
were not collected or collectable.
In the event that such buyer is the successful bidder on more than one lot
and pays less than the purchase price for the total lots purchased, Profiles
shall apply the payment received to such lot or lots that Profiles, in its sole
discretion, deems appropriate. If Profiles does not exercise such discretion,
the lots to which the payment shall be applied will be in descending order
from the highest purchase price to the lowest.

Any buyer failing to comply with these Conditions of Sale shall be deemed
to have granted Profiles a security interest in, and Profiles may retain as
collateral such security for such buyer’s obligations to Profiles, any property
in Profiles’ possession owned by such buyer. Profiles shall have the benefit
of all rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code
(U.C.C.) as adopted by the state of California.
10. Warranties. Profiles does not provide any warranties to Bidders or
Buyers, whether express or implied, beyond those expressly provided for in
these Conditions of Sale. All property and lots are sold “as is” and “where
is.” By way of illustration rather than limitation, neither Profiles nor the
consignor makes any representation or warranty, expressed or implied,
as to merchantability or fitness for intended use, condition of the property (including any condition report), correctness of description, origin,
measurement, quality, rarity, importance, exhibition, relevance, attribution,
source, provenance, date, authorship, condition, culture, genuineness, value,
or period of the property.
Additionally, neither Profiles nor the consigner makes any representation
or warranty, express or implied, as to whether the Buyer acquires rights in
copyright or other intellectual property (including exhibition or reproduction rights) or whether the property is subject to any limitations such as
‘droit morale’ (moral rights) or other rights affecting works of art. Bidder/
Buyer acknowledges and agrees that if the property embodies any copyright, trademark, or other intellectual property, by the purchase of such
property, Buyer/Bidder is not acquiring any interest in any copyright,
trademark or other intellectual property that may be embodied or reflected
in such property, but is acquiring only such physical embodiment and/
or reflection. Profiles does not make any representation or warranty as to
title. All descriptions, photographs, illustrations, and terminology including
but not limited to words describing condition (including any condition
reports requested by Bidder), authorship, period, culture, source, origin,
measurement, quality, rarity, provenance, importance, exhibition, and relevance, used in the catalog, bill of sale, invoice, or anywhere else, represent
a good faith effort made by Profiles to fairly represent the lots and property
offered for sale as to origin, date, condition, and other information contained therein; they are statements of opinion only.They are not representations or warranties and Bidder agrees and acknowledges that he or she shall
not rely on them in determining whether or not to bid or for what price.
Price estimates (which are determined well in advance of the auction and
are therefore subject to revision) and condition reports are provided solely
as a convenience to Bidders and are not intended nor shall they be relied
on by Bidders as statements, representations or warranties of actual value
or predictions of final bid prices. Bidders are accorded the opportunity to
inspect the lots and to otherwise satisfy themselves as to the nature and
sufficiency of each lot prior to bidding, and Profiles urges Bidders to avail
themselves accordingly. Lots and property are not returnable to Profiles for
any reason except under Buyer’s limited Remedies set forth in Section 13
below and under the express terms and conditions of Section 13.
11. Limitation of Damages. In the event that Profiles is prevented for any
reason from delivering any property to Buyer or Buyer is otherwise dissatisfied with the performance of Profiles, the liability, if any, of Profiles,
shall be limited to, and shall not exceed, the amount actually paid for the
property by Buyer. In no event shall Profiles be liable for incidental, special, indirect, exemplary or consequential damages of any kind, including
but not limited to loss of profits, value of investment or opportunity cost.
12. Unauthorized Statements. Under no circumstances is any employee,
agent or representative of Profiles authorized by Profiles to modify, amend,
waive or contradict any of these Terms and Conditions, any term or condition set forth on the Registration Form, any warranty or limitation or
exclusion of warranty, any term or condition in either the Registration
Form or these Terms and Conditions regarding payment requirements,
including but not limited to due date, manner of payment, and what
constitutes payment in full, or any other term or condition contained in
any documents issued by Profiles unless such modification, amendment,
waiver or contradiction is contained in a writing signed by all parties. Any
statements, oral or written, made by employees, agents or representatives
of Profiles to Bidder, including statements regarding specific lots, even if
such employee, agent or representative represents that such statement is
authorized, unless reduced to a writing signed by all parties, are statements
of personal opinion only and are not binding on Profiles, and under no
circumstances shall be relied on by Bidder as a statement, representation
or warranty of Profiles.
13. Buyer’s Remedies. This section sets forth the sole and exclusive remedies of Buyer in conformity with Sections 10 (“Warranties”) and 11
(“Limitation of Damages”) herein, and is expressly in lieu of any other
rights or remedies which might be available to Buyer by law. The Buyer
hereby accepts the benefit of the consignor’s warranty of title and any
other representations and warranties made by the consignor for the Buyer’s
benefit. In the event that Buyer proves in writing to Profiles’ satisfaction
that there was a breach of the consignor’s warranty of title concerning a
lot purchased by Buyer, Profiles shall make demand upon the consignor
to pay to Buyer the Purchase Price (including any premiums, taxes, or
other amounts paid or due to Profiles). Should the consignor not pay the
Purchase Price to Buyer within thirty days after such demand, Profiles shall
disclose the identity of the consignor to Buyer and assign to Buyer all of
Profiles’ rights against the consignor with respect to such lot or property.
Upon such disclosure and assignment, all responsibility and liability, if any,
of Profiles with respect to said lot or property shall automatically terminate. Profiles shall be entitled to retain the premiums and other amounts
paid to Profiles - this remedy is as to the consignor only. The rights and
remedies provided herein are for the original Buyer only and they may not
be assigned or relied upon by any transferee or assignee under any circumstances. Lots containing ten or more items are not returnable under any
circumstances. The exercise of rights under this Section 13 must be made,
if at all, within thirty (30) days of the date of sale.
14. Profiles’ Additional Services. For Buyers who do not remove purchased
property from Profiles’ premises, Profiles, in its sole discretion and solely as
a service and accommodation to Buyers, may arrange to have purchased
lots packed, insured and forwarded at the sole request, expense, and risk of
Buyer. Profiles assumes no and disclaims all responsibility and liability for
acts or omissions in such packing or shipping by Profiles or other packers
and carriers, whether or not recommended by Profiles. Profiles assumes no
and disclaims all responsibility and liability for damage to frames, glass or
other breakable items. Where Profiles arranges and bills for such services
via invoice or credit card, Profiles will include an administration charge.

15. Headings. Headings are for convenience only and shall not be used to
interpret the substantive sections to which they refer.
16. Entire Agreement. These Conditions of Sale constitute the entire
agreement between the parties together with the terms and conditions
contained in the Registration Form. They may not be amended, modified
or superseded except in a signed writing executed by all parties. No oral
or written statement by anyone employed by Profiles or acting as agent
or representative of Profiles may amend, modify, waive or supersede the
terms herein unless such amendment, waiver or modification is contained
in a writing signed by all parties. If any part of these Conditions of Sale
are for any reason deemed invalid or enforceable, the remaining portions
shall remain fully enforceable without regard to the invalid or unenforceable provisions.
AUCTION GENERAL GUIDELINES
Conditions of Sale
Before you bid, you must read the Conditions of Sale, immediately preceding these pages. They represent a contract between Profiles and you, and
they contain important terms and conditions such as jurisdiction, payment
terms, warranties and remedies. The Conditions of Sale are controlling
over these general guidelines in the event of any conflicts between their
respective terms.
Estimate Prices
In addition to descriptive information, each entry in the catalog includes
a price range which reflects opinion as to the price expected at auction.
These are based upon various factors including prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, condition, rarity, quality, history, provenance.
Estimates are prepared well in advance of the sale and subject to revision.
Estimates do not include the buyer’s premium or sales tax (see under separate heading). See Paragraph 10 of the Conditions of Sale for important
restrictions as to reliance on estimated prices.
Reserves
The reserve is the minimum price the seller is willing to accept and below
which a lot will not be sold. This amount is confidential and will not
exceed the low pre-sale estimate.
Owned or Guaranteed Property
Profiles in History generally offers property consigned by others for sale
at public auction; occasionally, lots are offered that are the property of
Profiles in History.
Buyer’s Premium and Sales Tax
The actual purchase price will be the sum of the final bid price plus the
buyer’s premium of twenty four percent (24%) of the hammer price (discounted to 20% when full payment is made in cash or by valid check);
or twenty eight percent (28%) if bid on and won through the internet.
California sales tax shall automatically be added to the purchase price
unless exempted.
Before the Auction
You may attend pre-sale viewing for all of our auctions at no charge. All
property to be auctioned is usually on view for several days prior to the
sale. You are encouraged to examine lots thoroughly. You may also request
condition reports (see below). Profiles in History’s staff are available at
viewings and by appointment.
Hours of Business
Profiles in History is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays.The viewing
schedule for the auction is published in the front of the auction catalog.
Condition Reports
If you wish to obtain additional information on a particular lot, or cannot appear at the viewing, Profiles in History may provide, upon request,
a condition report. We remind prospective buyers that descriptions of
property are not warranted and that each lot is sold “as is” in accordance
with the terms of the limited warranty. Condition reports, as other
descriptions of property, are not warranted; they are only provided as a
service to interested clients. Neither Profiles in History nor the consignor
make any express or implied representation or warranty concerning the
condition of any lot offered for sale; any information furnished does not
modify or negate the limited warranty contained in the Conditions of Sale.
See Paragraph 10 of the Conditions of Sale for important restrictions as to
reliance on condition reports.
Registration
If you are planning to bid at auction, you will need to register with us.
Please arrive 30 or 45 minutes before the sale to complete bidder registration and to receive a numbered paddle to identify you if you are the
successful bidder. If you are a new client, or if you have not made a recent
purchase at Profiles in History, you may be asked to supply bank and/
or other credit references when you register. To avoid any delay in the
release of your purchases, we suggest that you pre-arrange check or credit
approval. If so, please contact Profiles in History at (310) 859-7701 or by
fax at (310) 859-3842.
You must acknowledge having read your agreement with all of the
Conditions of Sale prior to your registration and prior to your bidding
on any lot.
The Auction
All auctions are open to registered bidders only. You must register to bid
or otherwise participate.
Bidding
Property is auctioned in consecutive numerical order, as it appears in
the catalog. The auctioneer will accept bids from those present in the
salesroom or absentee bidders participating by telephone, internet or by
written bid left with Profiles in History in advance of the auction. The
auctioneer may also execute bids on behalf of the consignor to protect the
reserve, either by entering bids in response to salesroom, telephone, internet or absentee bids. Under no circumstances will the auctioneer place any
bid on behalf of the consignor at or above the reserve. The auctioneer will
not specifically identify bids placed on behalf of the consignor to protect
the reserve. Bidding increments se registration page.
Absentee Bids
If you cannot attend an auction, it is possible to bid by other means.
The most common is the absentee bid, sometimes called an “order bid.”

Absentee bids are written instructions from you directing Profiles in
History to bid for you on one or more lots up to a maximum amount you
specify for each lot. Profiles in History staff will execute your absentee bid
as reasonably as possible, taking into account the reserve price and other
bids. There is no charge for this service. If identical bids are submitted by
two or more parties, the first bid received by Profiles in History will take
preference. The auctioneer may execute bids for absentee bidders directly
from the podium, clearly identifying these as order bids. Absentee Bid
Forms are available in the back of every auction catalog and also may be
obtained at any Profiles in History location. See Conditions of Sale and
Registration Form for absentee bid details.
Telephone Bids
It is also possible to bid by telephone if you cannot attend an auction.
Arrangements should be confirmed at least one day in advance of the
sale with Profiles in History at (310) 859-7701. Profiles in History staff
will execute telephone bids from designated areas in the salesroom. See
Conditions of Sale and Registration Form for telephone bid details.
Internet Bids
Profiles in History is pleased to offer live Internet bidding at www.
profilesinhistory.com. To ensure proper registration, those Bidders intending to bid via the Internet must visit this site and register accordingly at
least one full day prior to the actual auction. Please be aware that there is a
minimum 3-second delay in the audio and visual feeds, which may confuse
some bidders. If you have questions about this feature, please call Profiles in
History well in advance of the auction. Winning bidders will be notified
by Profiles in History. Profiles in History is not and cannot be responsible
or liable for any problems, delays, or any other issues or problems resulting
out of use of the Internet generally or specifically, including but not limited
to transmission, execution or processing of bids.
PLEASE NOTE: On some occasions beyond the control of Profiles in
History, the Internet bid software or the Internet itself may not physically
keep up with the pace of the auction. In order to help avoid disappointment, Profiles in History recommends placing a realistic absentee bid now.
Occasionally the auctioneer may eliminate or reject an internet live bid,
and the auctioneer may also reopen a lot after the close of the internet
live bidding (typically but not always because a floor bid or a telephone
bid was missed), and your bid may be rejected even if you were shown to
be the winning bidder. By bidding via the internet, you acknowledge and
agree that Profiles in History may award the lot to another bidder at its
sole and final discretion under the circumstances described above or under
any other reasonable circumstances. Since the internet bids are not shown
to Profiles in History until Profiles in History opens the lot on the floor,
Profiles in History treats those bids the same as floor or telephone bids.
In most cases, however, the floor and/or telephone responds before the
internet bid is presented, due to live Internet bid software or Internet lag
time, so for consistency it is Profiles in History’s policy that floor bids and
telephone bids are always considered first over internet bids with floor bids
being considered before telephone bids. Also please note that all Profiles in
History lots purchased through the Internet carry a 28% Buyer’s Premium.
Profiles in History strongly urges the bidder to resolve any questions about
these policies or their implementation PRIOR TO BIDDING.
Successful Bids
The fall of the auctioneer’s hammer indicates the final bid. Profiles in
History will record the paddle number of the buyer. If your salesroom or
absentee bid is successful, you will be notified after the sale by mailed or
emailed invoice.
Unsold Lots
If a lot does not reach the reserve, it is bought-in. In other words, it remains
unsold and is returned to the consignor.
AFTER THE AUCTION
Payment
You are expected to pay for your purchases in full within seven calendar
days of the sale or five calendar days from the invoice date, whichever is
later, and to remove the property you have bought by that date.
Shipping
After payment has been made in full, Profiles in History may, as a service
to buyers, arrange to have property packed, insured and shipped at your
request and expense. For shipping information, please contact Profiles in
History at (310) 859-7701. In circumstances in which Profiles in History
arranges and bills for such services via invoice or credit card, we will also
include an administration charge. Packages shipped internationally will
have full value declared on shipping form. Please remember that the buyer
is responsible for all shipping charges from Profiles in History’s offices in
California to the buyer’s door. Many of the items in this auction are of
unusual size and/or weight; they will require special handling and will
incur an additional shipping premium as charged by the carrier.
After approximately 45 business days following completion of the sale,
pending payment by the purchaser, you will be sent payment for your sold
property and a settlement statement itemizing the selling commission and
other damages.
Sales Results
Interested clients may obtain sale results for specific lots at least three business days after the auction by calling Profiles in History at (310) 859-7701.
THE SELLER
Auction Estimate
If you are considering selling your property, you can bring items to our
Calabasas, CA salesroom by appointment only. If a visit is not practical,
you may instead send a clear photograph together with dimensions and
any other pertinent information you may have. Profiles in History cannot
be responsible or liable in any case for damage or loss to photographs or
other information sent.
Consignment Agreement
If you decide to sell your property at auction, the procedures are simple
and you should find Profiles in History staff helpful to you throughout
the process. After discussions with our staff you will receive a contract
(Consignment Agreement) to sign, setting forth terms and fees for services
we can provide, such as insurance, shipping and catalog illustrations. For
all categories, Profiles in History’s standard consignor commission rates
are fifteen percent (15%) of the final bid price. Profiles in History gener-

ally charges a minimum commission of $100 for each lot sold. Profiles in
History will discuss with you a suggested reserve price and our recommendations for pre-sale estimates for each piece of property you consign
for sale. The terms and conditions contained in the actual Consignment
Agreement will govern our respective rights and obligations; those terms
and conditions are controlling over these general guidelines.
Delivery of Property to Profiles in History
After you have consigned property to us for sale, you can either bring your
property to Profiles in History yourself, arrange with your own shipper
to deliver it to us or Profiles in History can arrange for it to be shipped
through their shipping department. We are always happy to assist you. For
more information please contact us at (310) 859-7701. Property usually
arrives at Profiles in History at least three months before the sale in order
to allow time to research, catalog and photograph the items. Prior to the
auction your property is generally stored at Profiles in History’s facilities.
Pre-Auction Notification
Several weeks before the scheduled sale, along with thousands of Profiles
in History’s worldwide subscribers, you should be receiving a copy of the
sale catalog in which your property is offered.
Catalog Images:
Some of the images representing group lots may show replicated photographs to illustrate count. Items are sold “as is” no returns on group lots.
Catalog I mages:
Catalog images representing group lots (defined as any lot containing
more than one item) may show replicated photographs to illustrate
count are sold “as is” and are not subject to return. Not all the items
in a group lot are shown and some images in the catalog are cropped
for illustration purposes. We strongly encourage you to view the items
before bidding or call 1-(310)-859-7701 for a more specific condition
report.
P hotographs, I llustrations and Screen Shots:
Unless otherwise explicitly set forth in the catalog description for an
individual item, all photographs, illustrations, and screen shots are furnished solely for reference purposes and not as a statement, representation or warranty that the image depicted is the exact item offered. Due
to the fact that multiple props, costumes, and other items are customarily made for and used on or off screen in a motion picture or other program, Profiles cannot and does not represent or warrant that the specific
item depicted in the photograph, illustration or screen shot is the very
same item offered at auction.
Trademarks:
In the catalog descriptions, Profiles takes steps to identify and provide
provenance for an item offered at auction. In many cases, the items
offered were used in or in conjunction with motion pictures and are
furnished in order to fully identify and describe the item offered at auction, including photographs, illustrations, and screen shots. In all cases,
the use of the titles or other elements of these motion pictures is for
informational purposes only.
Copyrights:
All items offered are original, and neither Profiles nor the Consignor
make any statements, representation or warranty concerning the copyright of such items. The depiction of the item in the catalog and other
auction promotions are purely for informational and reference purposes
regarding the offering of the item at auction.
Shipping:
Please remember that the buyer is responsible for ALL shipping charges.
Many of the items in this auction are of unusual size and/or weight;
they will require special handling and will incur an additional shipping
premium as charged by the carrier. Please see Terms & Conditions of
Sale. Many items in this sale are located outside of California and will
require special shipping arrangements.
Bidders please note that some items might be located off-site, and
are in other states or countries. Profiles has done its best to notate
each particular lot in which this applies. Please be reminded that
in all purchases shipping is to be arranged by the buyer using the
shipper of their choice. For a list shippers local to our California
offices, please contact us.
IMPORTANT SALES TAX INFORMATION
Due to the recent U.S. Supreme Court decision in South
Dakota v. Wayfair, Profiles in History may be required under
state law to collect sales tax for the wining bidder’s state. In
such cases, the winning bidder’s invoice will reflect the sales
tax due based on applicable state and local sales tax rates.

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ITEMS IN THIS CATALOG
ARE SOLD IN “AS IS” CONDITION. We do our best
to properly describe all materials herein, but normal wear
and tear is common due to the fragile nature of the items
including their age and use in f ilm and TV productions. We
are not responsible for a zipper not working, a piece missing from a prop, etc. Tears or alterations to the fabric or
original design of a costume, or broken/missing pieces to
a prop are to be expected. While many of the props, costumes and other memorabilia are currently displayable in
their present condition, these items may require restoration
to be returned to their pre-production/screen-used state.
Many of the items featured have been modif ied and altered
for subsequent productions and may differ from the original
production usage. Elements of fabric, sequins, trim, etc. are
often replaced for subsequent productions. We recommend
you to inspect items of interest in person.
The term “working prop” denotes that the prop was originally made to do something unlike a static prop. This does
not mean that the prop works today, although in many circumstances it may be possible to have the prop restored to
its original conf iguration.

Comic & Illustration Art the Property of a Distinguished American Collector

1. Sergio Aragones original MAD Magazine recreation artwork “A MAD Peek Behind the Scenes at a Comic Book
Convention”. (1996) Accomplished in pencil and ink on large 23 x 29 in. comic art stock. A truly incredible recreation of the classic “A
MAD Peek Behind the Scenes at a Comic Book Convention” (originally published in MAD Magazine #275 circa 1987) by one of the most
detail-oriented artists ever to bless the pages of MAD Magazine (and comic books) with his humor! If you’ve ever been to a comic-con
(this one appears to possibly be the San Diego Comic-Con as its so large at the time?), you’ll enjoy the many visual in-jokes in this artwork.
Sharp-eyed readers will spot Mark Evanier walking a disgruntled Jack Kirby past an original art dealer, “Groo the Wanderer” being drawn by
a self-caricature of Sergio, other various characters from Sergio’s comics walking around (“Sage”, “Chaakal”, “Rufferto”, “Mightor”, etc), as
well as his versions of many obscure characters from various other comic books (“Red Sonja”, “Cerebus”, “Superman”, “Batman”, “Martian
Manhunter”, “Rainbow”, “Flaming Carrot”, and many more! Even some other comic artists are drawn in there (Stan Sakai, Dave Berg, Dick
De Bartolo, etc).You can stare at this one for hours and discover something new every time! Just incredible in person. Don’t miss out on this
chance to get a real Aragones masterpiece! Signed by Aragones in bottom corner. In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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2. Sergio Aragones original artwork “A MAD Peek Behind the Scenes at a Terrorist Training Camp” for MAD Magazine #268. (EC, 1987) Accomplished in pencil and ink on large
19 x 26.75 in. comic art stock. Aragones does what he does best in this amazing double-page spread, titled, “A MAD Peek Behind the Scenes at a Terrorist Training Camp” and published in MAD
Magazine #268.You can see a plethora of different little stories going on within this hilarious scene! Incredible fine detail in this mind-blowing spread—a perfect example of a master’s craft at it’s peak!
Signed and dated by Aragones in corner. Two small corners cut and tape on top edge (both done as is common in production), and photostat dialogue paste-ups in the word balloons. Retaining EC
ink stamp on the verso. Art is in very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000

Comic & Illustration Art the Property of a Distinguished American Collector

3. Brian Bolland original artwork for The Outisders
#18 complete 8-page story “Freeway of Fear”.
(DC, 1987) Accomplished in pencil and ink on large
13 x 20 in. comic art stock. Brian Bolland is truly one
of the “modern masters” of the comics medium, and
while all of his original art is coveted, his greatest work
remains his work on Batman: The Killing Joke in 1988.
That said, take a look at this Outsiders story published
less than a year before The Killing Joke, and you'll see an
uncanny resemblance between the villain of the story
(the long-faced, always-smiling, pompadour wearing,
TV game show host “Todd Goodman”) and the way
Bolland drew the “Joker”! Add to that all the incredible
action scenes with the heroes of our story: the beautiful
“Looker” and the shape-shifting “Metamorpho”, and
you have a true artistic prize complete story from an
artist at the peak of his career. And as a bonus, Bolland
autographed every page! Some word balloons have
come loose and are included in a separate envelope. Art
is otherwise in very good condition. $1,500 - $2,500
6

4. Frank Brunner original painting “The Duck (Raiders of the Lost Eggs)” featuring “Howard the Duck”. (2004) Accomplished
in oils on 18 x 24 in. canvas board. Signed by the artist lower right and dated ’04. For many collectors Frank Brunner remains the definitive
“Howard the Duck” artist, having drawn his first appearances including Howard #1 and 2 in his rich illustrative style. Brunner also painted
several memorable oil paintings that were sold as fine art prints to great success. This later and still elegant work is of course a riff off the wellknown Raiders of the Lost Ark films, and pictures our hero discovering the Lost Egg with his scantily clad girl “Beverly”, amidst an appropriately
foreboding and dark environment. This is a large and impressive work of art. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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5. Frank Brunner original painting “Space Duck” featuring “Howard the Duck”. (2005) Accomplished in oils on 16 x 20 in. on
canvas board. Signed by the artist lower left and dated 2005. Brunner remains the definitive Duck artist for many collectors, and illustrated all
the early “Howard” appearances including Howard #1. Brunner created a few rich looking oil paintings in the 1970s, which were published
as fine art prints. This is a beautiful example of a later work that Brunner created as a homage of sorts to the classic American Space pulps
and the iconic cover of Nick Fury, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. #6. In fact, Brunner has written on the verso, “Astounding Duck Stories”. Howard
is seen in space, ray gun in hand. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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6. John Buscema and George Klein original title splash artwork for Avengers #58 Page 1. (Marvel, 1968) Accomplished in pencil
and ink on 10.25 x 15.75 in. comic art stock. The late 1960s are considered one of the high-water marks for Marvel Comics, but especially
for the Avengers run under the brilliant direction of Stan Lee's hand-picked story writer, the legendary Roy Thomas, teamed-up with master
artist “Big” John Buscema. One of the best-remembered comics in all of Marvel history was done during this classic era—the introduction
of the super-android “The Vision”, in a two-part story. Here we present a rare opportunity to own one of the most recognizable title splash
pages in Marvel history, the Avengers #58 Page1 title splash to the classic story “Even An Android Can Cry”. The “Black Panther” stalking in
the dark of night on top of the surreal three-dimensional logo itself is absolutely unforgettable, as only Buscema could draw him.This story has
been reprinted many times over, as one of Marvel fans' all-time favorite stories, for good reason. Finding acceptance with the “Avengers” even
after being created to destroy them (under “Ultron's” control), the Vision is proven to be more human than even he thought as his emotions
take over and he sheds tears of both remorse and joy. Use of blue-line pencil and border production notes, some minor staining. Otherwise,
in very Good condition. $25,000 - $30,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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Comic & Illustration Art the Property of a Distinguished American Collector

7. John Byrne original artwork for Fantastic Four #256 complete 22-page story “The Annihilation Gambit”. (Marvel, 1983)
Accomplished in pencil, ink, and artist’s marker on oversized 13 x 19.5 in. art boards. From the prime period of John Byrne's highly
acclaimed run on Fantastic Four comes this complete story from #256. The “Fantastic Four” are trapped in the “Negative Zone” by
“Annihilus” as “Captain Marvel” (“Monica Rambeau”) and the “Avengers” try to chase him away from Earth. Meanwhile “Galactus” and
his herald “Nova” threaten the “Skrull Throneworld”! Beautiful images include a double-page spread and 2 splashes of the FF, as well as a
majestic half-splash of Galactus and Nova, and nice images of the Avengers all in one story! In fine condition. $40,000 - $60,000
10
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Comic & Illustration Art the Property of a Distinguished American Collector

8. Gene Colan original large self-portrait artwork with his most popular superheroes. (2004) Accomplished in pencil on large
18 x 22 in. lightweight art board. Gene “The Dean” Colan was always considered as an artist whose work was admired greatly by both
peers and fans alike, and in this specific piece we can totally see why! Gene was totally at the top of his game when he drew this absolutely
stunning all-pencil self portrait of himself at his drafting table along with some of the heroes he is best-known for illustrating: “Iron Man”,
“Dr. Strange”, “Dracula”, “Daredevil”, “Batman” (in a clever gag showing him stating: “I finally have freed myself ” in comic strip panel as
the drawing of him is literally “escaping” the confines of the drawn page and into the 3-D world of reality!), and “Howard the Duck”! Also
seen is the young boy from the Eclipse comic Ragamuffins, and it looks as if he's in just as much awe of Gene as we are! Self portraits of big
name comic artists are extremely rare and have always been highly coveted by collectors, but the incredible detail that Gene achieved in this
specific one really puts it over the top! A very rare opportunity. Signed by Gene in bottom corner. Some small creases. Otherwise art is in
very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000
12

9. Johnny Craig original artwork for Two Fisted Tales #32 complete 7-page
story “Lost Battalion”. (EC, 1952) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 15 x 22
in. Bristol art board. 1952. A 7-page story from Two Fisted Tales # 32 concerning the
struggle of an American Battalion against the Germans during WW 1. Johnny Craig’s
work was always very clean and realistic, which made him perfectly suited to depict
the horrors of war in an understandable and effecting way. Superb storytelling and
pacing (in fact, Harvey Kurtzman laid out the story for Craig!) makes for a harrowing
yet satisfying reading experience. A great opportunity to acquire a complete EC story.
In very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000

www.profilesinhistory.com
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10. Johnny Craig original artwork for Terror Illustrated
#3 complete 10-page story “Long Wait”. (EC, 1955)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 18 x 25 in. art board. EC
Comics attempted to circumvent the new comics code that
destroyed the crime and horror comic market by publishing
magazines they called “Picto-Fiction”, consisting of beautifully illustrated stories that largely eschewed word balloons
in favor of captioned narrative. Terror Illustrated only lasted
two issues. This beautiful story was created for issue #3, and
finally saw publication when Russ Cochran reprinted the
entire line of Picto-Fiction titles in his EC Library hardcover
series, including unpublished stories. Very beautifully drawn
and each page is a very large work of art! In very good condition. $1,500 - $2,500
14

11. Reed Crandall original artwork for Weird Science-Fantasy #27 complete 6-page story “A Close Shave”. (EC, 1955)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on large 15 x 22 in. comic art stock. EC has often been referred to as the greatest comic book company
that ever was, with their incredible stable of high-profile artists and memorable short stories often by well-known authors—and, oh, yes,
those shocking twist endings. To that end, this particular story does not disappoint! A tale of interstellar racism that's (sadly) still relevant
even today. A stunningly beautiful example of Reed Crandall's art at his prime, with sharp pencils and lush inkwork telling the love story
between a couple on a planet where aliens and humans try living in harmony together, until an anti-alien agenda comes into play. Luckily
it doesn't affect our happy couple...or does it? Signed on first page, “R. Crandall”. Art has some paste-up elements where dialogue was
changed in the story (common for EC), title is a hand drawn paste-up, and some small amount of correction fluid on the first page. Art is
otherwise in very good condition. $6,000 - $8,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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12. Robert Crumb original artwork for American Splendor #4 complete 7-page story “The Young Crumb Story”. (Harvey
Pekar, 1979) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 11 x 14 in. artist’s leaf. This classic story tells the origin tale of the first meeting between
Harvey Pekar, Marty Pahls, and a young Robert Crumb, as drawn by Crumb himself—a historic partnership as seen from it's very beginning! Compellingly written and drawn with both Pekar and Crumb working at the peak of their naturalistic styles. Reading this story simply
sucks you into their world as if you were right there experiencing their young adult lives with them. As the pages came from a spiral-bound
drawing pad, the top of each leaf exhibits a paper tab fringe. Otherwise, in Fine condition. $20,000 - $30,000
16
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Comic & Illustration Art the Property of a Distinguished American Collector

13. Robert Crumb original artwork for Introducing Kafka complete
10-page story “In The Penal Colony”. (Totem, 1993) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 9 x 12.75 in. glossy lined numerical paper taped to a second
sheet of glossy lined numerical paper with some of the story text portions
on paste-up stats. The original published book Introducing Kafka was part of
the Totem “Introducing...” series of books, but the stunning interior artwork
by Robert Crumb proved so popular that it has undergone many further
printings under different titles such as R. Crumb's Kafka or simply Kafka by
various publishers over the years. This specific story, “In The Penal Colony”,
has often by many been considered as one of the high-water marks in the
book Crumb’s art was so detailed on such a graphic subject as the horror of
an officer being brutally killed by a complex torture machine gone haywire.
An incredible example of a prime Robert Crumb story. Scotch tape was used
in production to bind each art page onto a second blank page for sizing. Art
is otherwise in fine condition. $15,000 - $20,000
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Comic & Illustration Art the Property of a Distinguished American Collector

14. Jack Davis original artwork for Two-Fisted Tales #24 complete 8-page story “Hill 203!”. (EC, 1951) Accomplished in pencil
and ink on 15 x 22 in. art board. A superb war story by comic giant Jack Davis, set in Korea as the actual war was raging. Editor Harvey
Kurtzman didn’t pull punches and made sure he didn’t glamorize war, but showed it for all its horror. Davis really shined when illustrating
war scenes and this story has a particularly strong use of ink and darker night panels. Comes in a custom-made cloth and board case. In very
good condition. $4,000 - $6,000
20

15. Jack Davis original artwork for Two-Fisted Tales #23 complete 8-page story “Death Stand!”. (EC, 1951) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 15 x 22 in. Bristol art board. Presented here is another superb war story written and storyboarded by Harvey Kurtzman,
who gave the story to Davis to complete. Davis’ sensual and appealingly realistic style was well suited to illustrate war stories, and this gripping
yarn about the Korean War is a great example. In very good condition. $4,000 - $6,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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16. Steve Ditko original artwork for The Amazing Spider-Man #6 Page 21. (Marvel 1963) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13.75 x
20.25 in. large comic art stock. From the very dawn of the Silver-Age of Marvel Comics comes this historic page from Amazing Spider-Man
#6. We can’t even count how many times this very issue has been reprinted, being one of the most well-remembered of the first few issues of
Spider-Man ever. It’s hard enough to find original Steve Ditko art from Amazing Spider-Man, but from one of the first few issues? Near impossible. Here is an extremely rare opportunity to do just that. This was a period of time when co-creators Stan Lee and Steve Ditko were still
first developing ‘Spidey’ and building a gallery of supporting characters and villains for him to fight (this very issue introduces “The Lizard’).
It should be noted that this specific page actually shows the second appearance of “The Vulture” in an ominous shadowy cameo in the last
page end panel (as seen here with a backdrop of a “Spider-Man” web-face!). Great images also of “J. Jonah Jameson” (in classic character as
his usual “jolly self ” with both “Peter” and “Betty Brant”), “Liz Allen” (being rude to Peter and of course mentioning “Flash Thompson”),
and even dear old “Aunt May”! A great example of early Marvel history. With extensive sensitive restoration done to the page including tear
repairs and seals, 3-word balloon stats replaced, and re-affixing pieces to a backing board of comic art stock. Presents in good condition*
$20,000 - $30,000
* For those in the know, the original art pages to ASM #6 were partially ripped-up by a dog when the package containing the entire book art was left unattended by a
delivery person. The book was later painstakingly restored to preserve pop-culture history.
22

17. Steve Ditko original artwork for The Amazing Spider-Man #10 Page 5. (Marvel, 1964) Accomplished in pencil and ink
on 13.75 x 20.25 in. large comic art stock. Steve Ditko Amazing Spider-Man art is already is hard to find on it's own. Try finding
a page from those classic first 10 issues, and the hunt gets even harder... Here is a great page showing many nice images of “Peter
Parker”, including a great one in his “half-Spider-Man mask”, as well as some of the most charming scenes with dear old “Aunt
May” since that time she offered Petey wheat-cakes! Also featured on the page in an image of the crime boss “Big Man”, the villain
of this issue! In fine condition. $20,000 - $30,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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18. Steve Ditko original artwork for The Amazing Spider-Man #27 Page 18. (Marvel, 1965) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13.5
x 19.5 in. large comic art stock. Steve Ditko's work on his most famous co-creation (with Stan Lee) is often called one of the comic book
medium's apexes of achievement. “Spider-Man” has always been Marvel's flagship symbol and their most enduring and popular character. To
own an original art page from one of the original first 38 issues of the title drawn by Ditko has always been considered a “holy grail” for
most collectors. Here is a very rare opportunity to obtain a nice one. On this particular page, we see “Norman Osborn” (“Green Goblin”)
taunting “J. Jonah Jameson” with newspaper photos of Spider-Man in battle with the Green Goblin that another newspaper scooped him on.
Meanwhile, poor “Peter” can't seem to find his “Spidey” costume unwittingly hidden away by dear old “Aunt May”. Great images of both
Peter and Jonah on this page. Tiny amount of correction fluid in the word balloons. Otherwise, in fine condition. $20,000 - $30,000
24

19. Steve Ditko original artwork for The Amazing Spider-Man #32 Page 3. (Marvel, 1966) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13.5 x 20.5
in. large comic art stock. Steve Ditko certainly knew how to tell a visual story as seen in this great character-driven page showing not only the
ups and downs that always followed “Peter Parker's” love life (usually due to his dual life as “Spider-Man” getting in the way), but also another
classic scene between Peter and “J. Jonah Jameson” as ol' JJJ shows his own brand of…“generosity”. Nice images of Peter, Jonah, Betty and Ned.
In very good condition. $20,000 - $30,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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20. Steve Ditko original artwork for The Amazing Spider-Man #37 Page 7. (Marvel, 1965) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13.5
x 20.5 in. large comic art stock. Steve Ditko looks to his “pre-hero monster” days at Marvel for inspiration in this Amazing Spider-Man story
featuring “Professor Stromm” and his incredible organic robot on the loose! In fine condition.* $20,000 - $30,000
*Please note that the “sister” page to this scene is Lot 21 and would make a great sequence together!
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21. Steve Ditko original artwork for The Amazing Spider-Man #37 Page 8. (Marvel, 1965) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13.5
x 20.5 in. large art comic stock. Marvel's flagship character as drawn by his co-creator artist…how much more classic does it get? Without
question, Steve Ditko Amazing Spider-Man artwork is hard to obtain and highly coveted among collectors, but here we have a particularly
exceptional example where “Spidey” is in 5 of the 6 panels in full battle against his robot nemesis as depicted in the cover scene! Truly the
best of the best you could possibly ask for, and a rare opportunity indeed! Beautiful full-body images of “Spider-Man”. Exhibiting a small
piece of tape on the bottom corner, placed to hold the “continued after next page” stat as was common in production. Otherwise, in fine
condition.* $40,000 - $60,000
*Please note that the “sister” page to this scene is Lot 20 and would make a great sequence together!
www.profilesinhistory.com
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22. Steve Ditko original artwork for Strange Tales #131 Page 3. (Marvel, 1964) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13.5 x 21.75 in.
large comic art stock. Steve Ditko, the co-creator of “Dr. Strange” (along with Stan Lee), shows off the powers and arrogance of his evil nemesis “Baron Mordo” as he mystically transports his disciple to Hong Kong to gather criminal minions in an effort to hunt down Dr. Strange.
Pages from Ditko's Dr. Strange stories don't often come up for sale (some were even rumored to have been destroyed or thrown out by Ditko
himself), as they are highly coveted among collectors. In very good condition. $20,000 - $30,000
28

23. Steve Ditko original artwork for Thunder Agents #16 Page 11. (Tower, 1967) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13.25 x 19.5
in. medium-weight art board. A beautiful Steve Ditko page from his short run on Tower Comics' Thunder Agents. This particular end page
to the story shows “Dynamo” (seen in every panel) using the reserves in his power belt to catch up to the bad guy, but then... In very good
condition. $1,500 - $2,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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24. Mort Drucker original cover artwork for Mad Magazine #315 featuring George Bush and Barbara Bush. (MAD, 1992)
Accomplished in pencil and gouache on large 19 x 24.5 in. lightweight art board. Mort Drucker goes to Washington in this stunning parody
caricature of President George and First Lady Barbara Bush! Painted in classic Drucker style, he perfectly captures the shocked looks on
their faces as zany ol' “Alfred E. Neuman” plants a political bumper sticker on Barbara's bum! The artwork also has two autographs on it,
attributed to the president and the first lady (signed by Drucker as well). In very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
30

25. Mort Drucker original cover artwork for MAD Magazine #329 featuring NYPD Blue. (MAD, 1994) Accomplished in pencil
and gouache on large 24.25 x 18.75 in. lightweight art board. The cast of NYPD Blue is “exposed” on this awesomely funny parody cover
by master humor artist Mort Drucker. Nobody can capture the essence of hilarious caricature done each month on those MAD Magazine
covers the way Mort Drucker can, and on this painting we again see him at the top of his game. Just look at poor Sipowicz with his hole-y
sock and a badge pinned right on his skin (ouch!). Signed by the artist. In very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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26. Mort Drucker original cover artwork for MAD Magazine Super Special #115. (MAD, 1996) Accomplished in pencil and gouache
on 20 x 25 in. large lightweight art board. Remember when politics were friendly and fun? Neither do we! But no matter which political
party you belong to, we can all agree in bipartisanship that if “Alfred E. Neuman” wins the election, we all lose! In this great painted cover
by master humor artist Mort Drucker, it's America's worst nightmare come true. Great image of Neuman. What, me worry? YES! Signed by
the artist. In fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000
32

27. Mort Drucker original cover artwork for MAD About the Movies. (MAD, 1998) Accomplished in pencil and gouache on large 20
x 24 in. lightweight art board. If you're a movie buff (and who isn't?), Mort Drucker has created the ultimate masterpiece for you! This stunning painting is the original cover art for the MAD book MAD About the Movies, and it has so many of the caricatures that Mort Drucker has
made famous over the years during his time at MAD Magazine, you can barely count them all. Just to name a few, films parodied include: A
Streetcar Named Desire, Dirty Harry, Lethal Weapon, All the President's Men, The Shining, Cool Hand Luke, A Clockwork Orange, The Maltese Falcon,
Bonnie and Clyde, Dog Day Afternoon, Gremlins, The Adventures of Robin Hood, Superman, Batman, Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?, and even
Alfred E. Neuman on screen in Casablanca! Throw in so many more movie stars, and even a few popular cartoon characters (“Bugs Bunny”,
“Daffy Duck”, “Tweety”) and you have an incredible opportunity to get one of Drucker's best painted covers ever! Signed. In fine condition.
$3,000 - $5,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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28. Mort Drucker original artwork for “MAD Magazine Tribute to Warner Bros. 75th Anniversary”. (MAD, 1998) Accomplished
in pencil and gouache on large 23 x 29 in. lightweight board. Mort Drucker needs no introduction. As one of the main cover artists at MAD
Magazine through the years, his wacky caricatures—of…well, just about everyone—have made folks laugh for decades! This is the original art
used to make a series of both lithographs and posters to celebrate the 75th Anniversary of Warner Bros. Studios, and wow, does he fit in a lot
of characters into the scene: “Superman”, “Batman” and “Robin”, “Michigan J. Frog”, “Gossamer”, “Sylvester”, “Tweety”, “Granny”, “Wyle
E. Coyote”, “Roadrunner”, “Daffy Duck”, “Bugs Bunny”, “Pepé Le Pew”, “Penelope Pussycat”, “Marvin the Martian”, “Yosemete Sam”,
“Porky Pig”, and the Tazmanian Devil—all disgusted by lovable loser “Alfred E. Neuman”. Truly a Drucker masterpiece! Signed by the artist.
In very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
34

29. Will Eisner original artwork for The Spirit complete 7-page story “The Fly” dated March 10, 1946. (1946) Accomplished
in pencil and ink on 14.5 x 23 in. Bristol art board. A rare chance to acquire a complete prime year story from one of the greats of comic
art. Eisner helped establish the visual language to propel the comic strip as a true art form. This complete story moves along at a very
nice pace and features many of the signature characters of the long lasting strip, including, of course, the “Spirit” himself. Exhibiting some
correction fluid, paste-ups and staining in margins. In good condition. $10,000 - $15,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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30. Mike Esposito original recreation cover artwork for The Amazing Spider-Man #39. (Marvel, 1966/created later) Accomplished in
pen and ink on 14.5 x 20 in. artist’s leaf. A large and faithful recreation of the famous Amazing Spider-Man #39 cover by John Romita, which
Esposito originally inked. Esposito signed the work at the bottom, “John Romita and Mike Esposito, ‘Espo’”. The bottom banner tipped to
paper with some glue residue. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
36

31. George Evans original artwork for Front Line Combat #13 original 7-page story “Frank Luke!”. (EC, 1953)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 15 x 22 in. Bristol art board. There’s no doubt that George Evans was the definitive artist
to depict early aviation, a personal, life-long passion. So it was natural for Harvey Kurtzman, who wrote this story, to give it to
George. Featuring glorious panels filled with WWI aerial battles and intrigue! In very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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32. Frank Frazetta original sketches for Canaveral plates. (1964) Accomplished in pencil on 7 x 7.75 in. artist’s leaf. These detailed
and energetic sketches were done by Frazetta as preliminaries for his legendary series of Canaveral drawings. The Frazetta magic and singular
energy is here—compare these gems to the finished ink pieces. Inscribed in the artist’s hand and signed and dated in pencil, “Frazetta ‘64”.
Some tears and wear. In very good condition.$2,000 - $3,000
38
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33. Al Feldstein original cover
recreation artwork for Shock
SuspenStories #7. (EC, 1953/2005)
Accomplished in oils on 19.5 x 23.5
in. stretched canvas visible through
frame. In the 1950s, comic book
artist Al Feldstein drew some of
the most shocking, heart-stopping
covers for EC’s horror and Sci-Fi
titles. Then, in the early 2000s, he
created a select few oil paintings
revisiting some of his most iconic
cover works. This incredible piece
is one of them. The image depicts
a man literally frying alive as a bolt
of lightning strikes him during a
thunderstorm. Skin bubbles off
his bones as his blood boils from
the jolting electricity coursing
through his body. Stunning detail
in this timeless horror masterpiece!
Signed by the artist. In very good
condition. $6,000 - $8,000
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34. Gary Gianni original cover painting and preliminary sketch for The Shadow:
Hell's Heat Wave #2. (Dark Horse, 1995) Painting is accomplished in oil paint on 19.5 x
28.5 in. heavy grade masonite board. It's blazing guns vs. the supernatural, as “The Shadow”
faces a death-dealing ghost haunting the harbors of New York City. Does even The Shadow
stand a ghost of a chance? The stunning painted cover to issue #2 of the very popular Shadow
comic book mini-series by Dark Horse. A prize in any art collection as the colors and details
on this one seem to leap out at you! Accompanied by the original concept drawing accomplished in pencil and charcoal on large 22 x 29 in. textured artist’s leaf. Inscribed and signed
by the artist, “For Henry- Thanks for your gracious hospitality, Best Gary Gianni”. Both in
very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000

40

35. Dan Green original artwork “The Rose of Sharon”. (ca. 1970s-80s) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 17.5 x 22 in. heavy
art board. A beautiful and large presentation piece to an unknown portfolio. Depicting a lovely nude woman amidst a lush forest (in
the style of fine illustrator Barry Windsor Smith). A very finely rendered ink drawing full of nuance and sublime detail. Some minor
tape residue in margin, not affecting art. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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36. Graham Ingels original artwork
for Vault of Horror #38 complete
7-page “The Witch's Cauldron!”
story “Out of Sight...” (EC, 1954)
Accomplished in pencil and ink with
some paste-up elements on 15 x 22.25
in. large art comic stock. The EC horror
comics of the 1950s have always been
regarded as some of the best comic
books ever produced, matching great
artists with excellent writing and those
oh-so-great twist-endings. One of the
EC “Horror hosts”, the “Old Witch”,
takes us through this fun tale about a
psychic in a carnival and his dim-witted
assistant in love with the beautiful coworker they both want (in fact, the
psychic loses his mind over her). A stunning example of why “Ghastly” Graham
Ingles was regarded as one of the top
horror artists of his time. Parts of the
splash page drawn on separate boards
and glued onto the larger board (as was
common for EC to do) and some use
of correction fluid. Otherwise, in good
condition. $15,000 - $25,000

42
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37. Adam Hughes original cover artwork for X-Men: The Early Years. (Marvel, 1995) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13 x 20
in. heavy weight illustration board. Adam Hughes really captured the young moodiness in this “Origin of Professor X” cover. Depicting
the professor surrounded by his new mutant pupils at “Xavier's School for Gifted Youngsters” as they learn to make their way in a world
that hates and fears them. Hughes has always been known for his ability to draw beautiful women, and his Jean Grey on this cover is no
exception. A wonderful image that depicts the entire “original” X-Men team and their mentor together. In fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000
44

38. Klaus Janson original artwork for Detective Comics #549 complete 7-page story “Night Olympics, Part One” by Alan
Moore featuring “Green Arrow”. (DC, 1985) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 11 x 16.25 in. comic art stock. Beautifully drawn by
Klaus Janson and very reminiscent of his stylized, well-remembered work on Daredevil for Marvel (especially the cityscapes and arrows).
Here's Part One of the modern classic Alan Moore story “Night Olympics”, which introduced archer “Pete Lomax”, the antagonist who
didn't want a supervillain name or costume, but simply to be known as “just an average person hunting heroes”. Many great images of “Green
Arrow” and “Black Canary” throughout the story. Correction fluid and zipatone used on multiple pages, typical of Janson's style. In very
good condition. $4,000 - $6,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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39. Jeff Jones original painting for The Mummy. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in oils on stretched canvas with 25 x 36 in. visible through
31 x 42 in. frame. Jeffrey Jones loved films and in particular, the classic horror icons. His rendition of the “Mummy” pays homage to the
classic character, conveying sadness and isolation, recurring Jones motifs. The character walks through a key shaped doorway with quiet
dread. An appropriately somber pallet and atmosphere make this painting very appealing. Signed with Jones’ characteristic initial “J”. In
fine condition. $10,000 - $15,000
46

40. Jeff Jones original nude figure study painting. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in oils on stretched canvas with 13.5 x 16.25 in. visible
through 19.25 x 22.25 in. frame. Studio master artist Jeffrey Jones was well known and loved for haunting images of forlorn woman in
particular. This painting is of a delicate nude woman in a bedroom and is rendered in appealing pastel colors. Signed in the lower right
with Jones’ characteristic initial “J”. In fine condition. $6,000 - $8,000
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41. Jeff Jones original Mongol painting. (1999) Accomplished in oils on 18.25 x 24 in. stretched canvas. This large and impressive piece
depicts a noble Mongol, resplendent in a period headdress and attire. Jones’ impressionistic style is particularly confident and sure here. A
wonderful example of Jones’ oil work. Signed in the lower right with Jones’ characteristic initial “J”. In fine condition. $5,000 - $7,000
48

42. Michael Kaluta monumental original painting “The Shadow Knows”. (2000) Accomplished in ink and watercolor on 38.5 x
52.25 in. art board. This tremendous piece is likely the largest finished work of the famous character ever created. It was commissioned by
a patron of the arts, and Kaluta spent countless hours creating the imposing work. It depicts a scene of many layers and depth with no less
than 35 characters illustrated, and imagery of a bank robbery, death, police, vintage cars, elevated trains, New York City tenements and much,
much, more - all putty in the hands of “The Shadow”. A major and important work. Signed in the middle right of art, “M W Kaluta 2000”.
Exhibiting some mounting remnants and cleanly drilled holes around the perimeter of the board in blank borders from previous framing, not
affecting art. In fine condition. $10,000 - $20,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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43. Michael Kaluta original artwork for Phantom Stranger #23 complete 8-page story “The Spawn of Frankenstein!” (DC, 1972)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 10.5 x 16 in. comic art stock. Written by Marv Wolfman and masterfully drawn by Mike Kaluta, this DC
story brought the Spawn (monster) of Frankenstein into the Bronze Age of DC Horror comics as the popularity of the Universal Monsters
found a huge audience in the 1970s (and it should be noted that shortly after in 1973, Marvel also gave Frankenstein's Monster attention via
his own comic). In this story we find Dr.Victor Adams has discovered the monster under the arctic ice. After a series of unfortunate mishaps
while bringing the monster back to life, the monster is now being hunted by DC's “ghostbreaker” Doctor Thirteen (and would later go on to
be hunted by the Phantom Stranger as well). Mike Kaluta's version of this classic monster is drawn so masterfully, it has often been said that
it is rivaled only by Bernie Wrightson's own classic version, and in these lushly inked pages you can clearly see why such a complimentary
comparison was made. Some really great lab scenes as we see how the monster gets brought back to life...again! Some production tape marks/
glue stains on edges and a small amount of correction fluid. Otherwise in very good condition. $6,000 - $8,000
50

44. Michael Kaluta original cover artwork for The Shadow #1 (Film Adapation). (Dark Horse, 1994) Accomplished in ink, watercolor, and other media on 11.5 x 16.5 in. artist’s leaf. An incredibly detailed and finely rendered work, this memorable piece was used as the
cover to #1 of Dark Horse’s 2-issue comic adaptation of the 1994 Universal film.Very finely rendered, the art harkens back to the fine work
of artists from a bygone era such as Arthur Rackham. A masterpiece. Retaining notation in upper left blank border, “Shadow Movie Cover
#1”. Signed in ink at left, “MW Kaluta ‘94”. In very fine condition. $4,000 - $6,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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45. Michael Kaluta original cover artwork for The Shadow: In the Coils of the Leviathan #2. (Dark Horse, 1993) Accomplished in ink
and watercolor on 16.5 x 23 in. artist’s leaf. Fantastically surreal illustration of the pulp hero “The Shadow”, used for a Dark Horse produced
comic cover. Depicting the Shadow’s gloved hands holding a scene of explosive mayhem! Kaluta is the master of colorful and evocative scenes
and this work delivers. Signed at middle right,”M W Kaluta 93”. Exhibiting minor toning in blank borders from previous matting. In very
fine condition. $4,000 - $6,000
52

46. Michael Kaluta original pin-up artwork for Batman vs. Predator. (DC, 1991) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 11 x 14 in. artist’s
leaf. A dynamic rendering of “Batman” holding up a spinal cord with skulls, his cape fully unfurled, triumphant over his foe the “Predator”,
who lies amidst the rubble. Publication unknown. An evocative drawing with much ink and life to it, together with very fine line work making it a timeless masterpiece. Signed twice; once in the artwork at center, “M W Kaluta 1991”, and inscribed and signed below the art, ‘To
Henry - Merry Christmas 1996 M W Kaluta”. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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47. Michael Kaluta original cover artwork for Secrets of Haunted House #8. (DC, 1977) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 11.5 x
16.5 in. artist’s leaf. A wonderfully detailed vintage cover to the DC Comics horror book. Our hero brandishes a magical pentagram, commanding the power of a huge demonic figure that holds him and many treasures in his hands. Retaining the DC Comics house inkstamp
and copyright notice on the verso. In fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000
54

48. Michael Kaluta original cover artwork for Lucifer #70. (DC, 2005) Accomplished in ink and watercolor on 11.5 x 17 in. comic
art stock. The beautiful and evocative cover to the DC/Vertigo comic Lucifer #70, depicting “Lucifer” rising out of a fireplace, reading a
story to devilish centaur children and mother. The striking work is colored in mauve and cool tones. A fine rendering from the master of ink
drawing. Signed top right, “M W Kaluta 2005”. In very fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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49. Michael Kaluta original plate artwork for Metropolis by Thea Von Harbou. (Donning, 1988) Accomplished in charcoal and chalk
on 20 x 26 in. heavy gray artist’s leaf. This is an interior plate illustration for Chapter 6 of the 1988 edition of the Sci-Fi classic by Thea Von
Harbou. Fritz Lang’s silent cinema masterpiece is beautifully interpreted in a very finely rendered drawing typical of the style of the master
artist. Signed and dated by the artist in white ink at upper right. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
56

50. Michael Kaluta original plate artwork for Metropolis by Thea Von Harbou. (Donning, 1988) Accomplished in pencil
and crayon on 13 x 18 in. Bristol art board. Another fine interior plate illustration for the 1988 edition of Metropolis. A haunting
and delicate work by the famous artist known as a member of the Studio, as well as his work on “The Shadow”, “Batman”, and
other iconic characters. Signed and dated by the artist in pencil at lower right. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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51. Michael Kaluta original cover creation paiting for The Shadow “Master of Men”. (1999) Accomplished in ink and watercolor
on 17.5 x 23 in. artist’s leaf. Kaluta’s artistry harkens back to the finest illustrators of the past. His attention to detail and his keen sense of
color and staging make all of his works memorable and desirable. This lovely work is a recreation of a previous Shadow cover, and depicts
the Shadow symbolically controlling the city as a puppeteer. A perfect noir scene rendered in fine ink work and expressive colors. Signed
lower right, “M W Kaluta ‘99”. Exhibiting minor soiling in the blank borders. Otherwise in very fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000

58

52. Michael Kaluta original cover artwork for The Shadow: In the Coils of the Leviathan #4. (Dark Horse, 1994) Accomplished in
ink and watercolor on 14 x 21 in. artist’s leaf visible through mat. Used as a cover for the Dark Horse The Shadow series, this brilliant and
dynamic artwork depicts our mysterious hero descending into the city sewer system, risking watery death. Wonderful perspective and finely
rendered ink work. Signed at lower right, “M W Kaluta 94”. In very fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500
www.profilesinhistory.com
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53. Michael Kaluta original painting “Crimson God”. (1975) Accomplished ink, oil, watercolor, and mixed media on heavyweight
artist’s leaf with 12.5 x 18 in. visible through mat. A unique and fantastic Kaluta painting, uncharacteristically in oils, with touches in watercolor and ink throughout. The scene depicts R. E. Howard character Kirby O’Donnell in fantastic surroundings, clutching his revolver, his
other hand resting upon a gemstone-encrusted statue of a mythological figure. A finely inked work with symbolic touches throughout. The
story The Crimson God, was collected in Swords of Shahrazar. The painting was also published in the Studio book. Created during the era
of Kaluta’s residence with “The Studio” artists. Signed in lower left, “M W Kaluta 1975”. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
60
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54. Ken Kelly original painting “Chamber of Illusions”. (1977) Accomplished in oils on 30 x 40 in. canvas board. Offered here is one of Kelly’s finest and most memorable paintings created
for the cover of R.E. Howard’s Conan adventure People of the Black Circle. Perfect in every respect. We see stairs to the far left, and a central magical glowing orb. Conan battles dark warriors,
with two already dispatched by his hand. He prepares to slay the last warrior, but there will be trouble with this one. Moody coloring of greens and red throughout. A huge, imposing, and important Kelly work that has been published in various forms countless times.. Signed lower right, “K. Kelly ‘77”. Exhibiting minor scuffs in the staircase at left, and around perimeter edges. Otherwise
in fine condition. $10,000 - $12,000
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55. Michael Kaluta original cover artwork for The Books of Magic #52. (DC, 1998) Accomplished in ink and watercolor on 11.5 x
17 in. lightweight art board. Lovely and vigorous rendering of the characters from the Vertigo/DC comic series. A bright red background
supports our hero, looking over the scene with WWI and other era soldiers and more below. Fine details, cleanly executed. Signed mid left,
“M W Kaluta 98”. Exhibiting very minor corner bumping. In very fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
62

56. Jack Kirby and John Verpoorten original cover artwork for The Eternals #2. (Marvel, 1976) Accomplished in pencil and ink with
paste-up elements on 11.5 x 17.5 in. comic art stock. Jack Kirby is arguably the greatest comic book artist/creator in the medium. Having
helped co-create such classic heroes as “Captain America”, “Hulk”, and the “X-Men”, to just name a few, Jack Kirby left Marvel Comics in
1970 and created the Fourth World/New Gods for DC to much critical acclaim. When Kirby returned to Marvel in 1976, they were excited
for him to create yet another set of cosmic “space gods” with his book The Eternals. Now, The Eternals is being made into a major motion
picture franchise by Marvel and the interest in their original source material is in very high demand. In this particular issue, we are introduced
to the major characters “Ajak”, and the “Celestials”, making this a very key issue of the series. On this exciting cover we see hero “Ikaris”
rescuing “Margo” as her father and “Deviant Kro” are reeling from a cosmic blast from the Celestials’ starship! This is a stunning example
of Kirby's dynamic artistic style, especially showcasing the classic use of the “Kirby Krackle” energy illustration he was so well known for.
Missing a small title and UPC box paste-ups. In very good condition. $20,000 - $30,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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57. Jack Kirby and John Verpoorten original artwork for The Eternals #2 complete 17-page story “The Celestials”. (Marvel,
1976) Accomplished in pencil and ink with paste-up elements on 11.5 x 16.5 in. comic art stock (the double-page spread counts as two pages,
but is drawn on a single 17 x 23 in. board). Jack Kirby was truly excited about creating his new “Return of the Gods” project (renamed as
The Eternals, but both titles are written on the original art pages) for Marvel Comics upon his return in 1976, and it certainly shows in the
dynamic art he drew for this key issue of the book. Of the 17 story pages, this book contains no less than 5 incredible full-page splashes and a
stunning double page spread! As an extra special bonus, all 5 of the splashes and the 2-page spread are each individually autographed by Jack
Kirby! It should be noted that The Eternals is now being made into the next big Marvel movie franchise, so this is a rare opportunity to buy
the first appearances of what are to be some major characters (“Ajak” and the “Celestials”) in the Marvel cinematic universe. Think back—
What if you had the same opportunity to buy the original artwork for the first appearances of “Thanos”, “Groot”, and “Rocket Racoon”?
What are those worth today? Based on the incredible artistic merit of the book, combined with it being the first appearances of important
Marvel cinematic characters, we feel this is arguably one of the finest complete key-issue Kirby stories from the 1970s ever to come up for
auction. First page splash large artwork image has been excised from another art board and affixed. Exhibits some correction fluid. Otherwise
artwork is in very good condition. $40,000 - $60,000
64
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58. Jack Kirby and Vince Colletta original artwork for
The Mighty Thor #139 complete 16-page story “To Die
Like a God”. (Marvel, 1966) Accomplished in pencil and ink
on large comic art stock ranging in size mostly from 14.25
x22.5 in. to 13.25 x 19.75 in. [trimmed]. It's not everyday that
you get an opportunity to own a complete Silver-Age twiceup Jack Kirby drawn “Thor” story, much less one that has so
much action going on! Thor, “Sif ”, “Odin”, and the warriors of
“Asgard” fight off the evil “Ulik” (armed with a mystical replica
of Thor's own mighty hammer “Mjolnir”) and the heavily armed
forces of an invading Rock Troll army! This classic story contains
many desirable elements of Kirby's art style including complex
war weapons, battle armor, high-tech machinery, a cosmic space
scene, multiple half-splashes, and a very well-remembered battle
page where Thor and Ulik clash mystical hammers head-on!
Many of these pages have Kirby's own hand-written story notes
on them, and no less than 6 of them are autographed by Kirby.
What more could you ask for? Small amounts of correction fluid
and 2 missing indicia stats on the splash. Otherwise, in fine condition. $60,000 - $80,000
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59. Jack Kirby and Mike Royer original artwork
for In the Days of the Mob #2 complete 13-page
story “Murder Inc.” (DC, 1983) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on (11) 11 x 16 in. art boards and
(1) 16 x 22 in. double page spread [2-smaller boards
taped together] for a total of 13-pages. Kirby was no
new comer to crime comics and this early 80s series
was right up his alley. The Godfather films helped (re)
popularize gangster fiction. Kirby drew several stories
hoping to capitalize on this trend, but DC Comics
stumbled with the magazine format and the series
died. Nevertheless, this story, inked with aplomb by
Mike Royer, shows Kirby’s always-strong storytelling skills are still off the charts, rich with confident
action, characterizations, strong layouts and exhibiting Kirby’s love of 1930s style and dialogue. A superb
package of vintage Kirby material in this fascinating
lot. Exhibiting correction fluid, glue stains, and tape
residue throughout. Additionally, many word balloons
have yellowed and the lot includes an envelope containing many clean replacements. In good condition.
$2,000 - $3,000
68

60. Jack Kirby original cover artwork for the unrealized comic Night Fighter. (ca. 1955) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 15 x
20 in. on heavy art board. Offered here is the unused and unfinished Simon and Kirby cover to a war time book they were to call Night
Fighter. The Kirby Museum notes that this cover, one of only two ever done, was created by altering an unused Fighting American cover. In
fact you can see some of the penciled Fighting American art still on the board including a full drawing of “Fighting American’s” kid sidekick, “Speedboy”! Both of the concept covers depict a hero with special equipment—boots that allow him to walk on walls and goggles
allowing him to see in the dark. They were ultimately published in Greg Theakston’s Jack Kirby Treasury Volume 2. This is an outstanding
chance to acquire a late golden age Simon and Kirby cover. In very good condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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61. Jack Kirby original covert operation-used presentation artwork for Argo, the Sci-Fi film project that served as a CIA front
to rescue American hostages from Iran. (1978) Accomplished in ink, watercolor, marker, and correction fluid on 18 x 24 in. art board.
This piece was originally conceived during preproduction on a film that never came to fruition. Later, the film project was revived by none
other than the CIA, who created a fake film company as cover for a covert op to get American hostages out of Iran. This art was used as part
of that ploy! The Ben Affleck film Argo is based on the complex saga. In any case, this is a quintessential and dynamic Kirby piece that would
present very well on your wall. Signed and dated by the artist at lower right. Exhibiting some tape to verso, staining, and yellowing. In very
good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
70
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62. Jack Kirby and Mike Royer original double page splash artwork for Super Powers. (DC, ca. 1984) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 16.5 x 23 in. art board. Spectacular splash page of the
fifth and final issue of this series which finds our heroes and villains trapped on “Apokolips”, while “Darkseid” and company continue their plunder of Earth. The series was based on the cartoon series of
the same name that was written and drawn by Kirby. A breathtaking very large, poster-like splash! Includes a full-size photostat print of the original Kirby pencils. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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63. Bernard Krigstein original artwork for Weird Science Fantasy #25 complete 6-page story “Bellyful”. (EC, 1954)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 15 x 22 in. Bristol board. Bernard Krigstein is one of the giants of the comics field. His stories are rare,
and are always rewarding to read. His style was tremendously cinematic and his fluid drawing line was like no other artist. He was a sort of
Stanley Kubrick of comics. This interplanetary tale of intrigue is no exception and is a perhaps singular chance to acquire a complete story
by the master of comic art. Recently, his complete EC story “Master Race” sold for $600,000. In very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
72

64. Bernard Krigstein original pencil artwork and painted 3D masters for Three Dimensional EC Classics #1 complete 8-page
story “It Was the Monster from the 4th Dimension”. (EC, 1954) This amazing lot consists of (8) pages accomplished in pencil on 15 x
22 in. comic art stock, together with (8) painted pages—each page has artwork elements on 5-layers of acetate overlay affixed to a single leaf
to produce a 3D effect)—totaling (16) pages. EC produced several 3D issues during the 3D fad of the 1950s in both comics and film. The
story is a typically 50s monstrous blob tale. Krigstein does his usually great layout and execution here, and it’s a pleasure to see his pencil work,
which is extremely rare. As evidenced in the wealth of art offered in this lot, producing these comics proved extremely expensive and time
consuming, making the flirtation with 3D brief by necessity. Some staining, yellowing, paint chip loss. In very good condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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65. Harvey Kurtzman original artwork for Frontline Combat #3 complete 6-page story “Prisoner
of War!” (EC, 1951) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 15 x 22 in. Bristol board. Harvey Kurtzman was
one of the giants of the comics field, establishing some of the visual language used to tell stories and created
not only MAD comics but the best war comics ever written. The Korean “conflict” was raging as the story
was published. This is a very rare time where Kurtzman not only wrote the story but illustrated it as well.
The story concerns a group of American captured by the North Koreans. This is a rare chance to acquire a
complete story by this comic art genius. In very good condition. $4,000 - $6,000
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66. Joe Kubert original double page splash artwork for TOR #1 Page 2 & 3. (DC, 1971) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 15.5 x 11 in. art board, consisting of (2) pages that create a double
page splash. A spectacular DPS from this premiere 1971 DC comic. Kubert is of course a comic art master and his illustration here of “TOR” attacking a reptile is poster worthy! Superb draftsmanship,
inking, and layout. A masterpiece of comic art. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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67. Bob Layton original artwork for Marvel Comics Presents #11 complete 8-page story “Drain Storm” featuring “Ant-Man”.
(Marvel, 1989) Accomplished in pen and ink on 11 x 17 in. comic art stock. When Scott Lang took over the role of being the hero “AntMan” in the late 1970s, who would've known that years later he'd be a household name as one of the biggest stars of the Marvel cinematic
universe? Well, now with his popularity at an all time high, his artwork is also in high demand by collectors. Layton's sharp detail work in this
particular story (both penciled and inked by Bob) is a perfect example of why many regard him as Ant-Man's signature artist. In this story,
Ant-Man shrinks down to retrieve a ring dropped down the drain by his young daughter, only to get accidentally washed further down the
plumbing and into plenty of trouble. As a bonus, Layton hand-autographed each page individually at the bottom. Small bits of scotch tape on
top/bottom page edges (production). Otherwise, in fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
76
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68. Jim Lee and Scott Williams
original double page splash
artwork for Batman #611. (DC,
2003) Accomplished in pencil
and ink on two taped-together
pages of comic art stock measuring 22.5 x 17 in. “Batman” has
always been the dark DC hero,
breaking ground with landmark
stories such as The Dark Knight and
Killing Joke, and with the Hush storyline, all of the comic book world
was again blown away by more
Batman history as this now-classic
story reintroduced the world to a
very-much-possibly-alive(?) “Jason
Todd” (the “Robin” that got killed
in Death in the Family), and further
explored the romantic relationship
between Batman and “Catwoman”.
This double-page spread perfectly
illustrates Batman and Catwoman
“having a moment” in a self-contained piece of art lavishly illustrated by the masterful team of
Lee/Williams. Jim Lee's Batman
original art was sold-out almost
immediately when first available
and very often doesn't come back
up for sale. Here's your chance to
get a prime example! In fine condition. $6,000 - $8,000
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69. Jon J. Muth original woman in a patterned dress painting. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in oils on 16 x 20 in. stretched canvas.
A magnificent and haunting portrait of an alluring young woman; The famed artist employs a rich pallet of dark colors throughout. The
painting is realistic yet still stylized. Muth is acclaimed for both his comic work as well as his work in children’s books, and he is an awardwinning illustrator. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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70. Jon J. Muth original kneeling female figure painting. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in oils on 24 x 34 in. stretched canvas. An alluring young woman with a slight smile contemplates as she sits in a serene bedroom setting. Muth’s immense talent to convey quiet emotion
is perfectly evident in this perfect fine art oil painting. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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71. Jon J. Muth original large-scale dancing couple painting. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in oils on 38 x 58 in. stretched
canvas. Impressive large-scale portrait of a formally dressed man and a woman, dancing romantically, lost in each other. Their
faces partially obscured by the artist to draw our attention to their intimate gesture and closeness. The immensity of the work
makes it suitable to be hung and viewed from afar. A romantic and emotional work from this award-winning artist. Some
small indentations in canvas (largest is 1.75”) and some light scuffing. Otherwise, in good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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72. Jon J. Muth original painting “Words With the Shaman”. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in watercolor on artist’s leaf with 42 x 46
in. of artwork visible through 52 x 56 in. frame. A large and arresting image of a wise Shaman in a contemplative position with an alluring
red haired woman standing above him. The watercolor effect is mesmerizing here. Final use of the image is unknown, but award-winning
artist Muth went through great lengths to create and memorialize this attractive and commanding scene. Rich vibrant colors and lots of
solid dark areas. Sure to provide the viewer with hours of solid contemplation. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000

73. Jon J. Muth original preliminary drawing for “Words With the
Shaman”. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in charcoal on 26 x 40 in. heavyweight artist’s
leaf. Hand titled by the artist at top, “Sketch #2. Words with the Shaman.” A delicate
and haunting finished drawing that was used to create the painting of the same name
(the previous lot). Muth’s works are always satisfying on many levels and this large
work is highly desirable. Signed by the artist at lower left. Some light shadowing
from prior framing. In very good condition. $400 - $600
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74. Jon J. Muth original painting “The Morning”. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in pastels on 22 x 30 in. artist’s leaf. Image size
is 8 x 13 in. Caldecott Medal-winner Muth creates works that are mysterious and sensual. This beautiful illustration depicts an
alluring female nude stretching in bed, lost in thought. Beautiful craft and care, as is usual for this world renowned master artist.
Initialed by the artist at lower right. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
82

75. Jon J. Muth original painting “Peace & War”. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in pastels on 19.5 x 25.5 in. artist’s leaf. A magnificent
work by award winning artist Muth, depicting a partially nude woman with striking “hot” auburn hair, in contemplation beside a “cool”
blue vase and sword in the foreground. Large, moody, and commanding image. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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76. Mike Ploog original artwork for Page 3 of “Over His Head” from Twisted Tales #2. (Pacific Comics, 1982) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 14.5 x 21.25 in. large comic art stock. Back in 1982, a company named Pacific Comics came out with a comic book called
Twisted Tales that was trying to be a modern version of the classic EC horror comics of the 1950s. Lining up some of the great modern studio
artists of the time, PC comics quickly became a popular alternative to the more tame and “safer” mainstream horror comics being offered
by other companies. Tales of gore and extreme violence mixed with occasional nudity, and shocking twist-endings (many written by noted
scribe Bruce Jones) sold briskly, and started a new wave of popular “Independent Comics” being offered in the 1980s. In this classic tale, a
lovable loser falls in love with a real doll of a woman…but is she real, or a doll..? Masterfully drawn by artist Mike Ploog during the peak
of his career, this is a beautiful example of his graphic storytelling ability, especially displayed in the bottom tier of panels with no dialogue
spoken. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
84

77. Mike Ploog original artwork for Page 8 of “Over His Head” from Twisted Tales #2. (Pacific Comics, 1982) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 14.5 x 21.25 in. large comic art stock. This shocking page from one of writer Bruce Jones' best remembered Twisted Tales
stories comes to life thanks to the dynamic art of Mike Ploog as the horrific twist ending is revealed. Ploog was at his peak during this period
and really enjoyed drawing these stories. His labor of love shines in this art. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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78. Mike Ploog artwork for a page from Conan the Barbarian #57. (Marvel, 1975) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 14.5 x 20.5 in.
large comic art stock. This particular issue of Conan the Barbarian was a special fill-in issue both penciled and inked by one of Marvel's most
popular fan-favorite artists. Mike Ploog was surely at the top of his career in the mid-1970s as seen in this stunning battle page showing
“Conan” freeing himself from his captors, and the art is oversized to boot! Production notes in margins and slight border wear. Otherwise,
in very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
86

79. Mike Ploog original cover recreation artwork for Kull the Destroyer # 11. (Marvel, 2001) Accomplished in pencil and gouache
on 12.75 x 16.75 in. heavyweight art board. Mike Ploog did some amazing covers in the 1970s—outright classic images. For a short time
in the early 2000s, Mike finally succumbed to fan demand that he do recreations of some of his most eye-catching 1970s covers. We are
proud to offer them! This specific piece is a recreation of Kull #11, a dynamic cover showing the barbarian king in battle at his most brutal! Add in a horde of warriors against him and a stunning scantily clad damsel in distress (natch) and you have all the elements for a true
classic! In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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80. Mike Ploog original cover recreation artwork for Werewolf By Night #5. (Marvel, 2000) Accomplished in pencil and gouache
on 15 x 18.25 in. heavyweight art board. Mike Ploog's recreations of classic 1970s Marvel covers always seem to exceed artistic expectations
of their published originals, and this is no exception. The extra time and work Ploog has put into this piece makes it so detailed it lends an
almost three-dimensional quality to it! Signed by the artist. In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
88

81. Mike Ploog original cover recreation artwork for The Monster of Frankenstein #2. (Marvel, 1999) Accomplished in pencil
and gouache on 10.25 x 15.25 in. heavyweight art board. Mike Ploog shows why he was Marvel's go-to horror artist during the 1970s
“Marvel Monster boom”. This memorable image of Marvel's take on the classic “Frankenstein Monster” holding his bride almost leaps
off the page thanks to Ploog's masterful use of colors in this masterpiece revisited! Signed by the artist. In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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82. Mike Ploog original cover recreation artwork for Marvel Spotlight #5, the first appearance of “Ghost Rider”. (Marvel,
ca. 2000s) Accomplished in pencil and gouache on 16.5 x 12.5 in. textured artist’s leaf. Another stunning Mike Ploog recreation painting,
this time to one of his biggest classic issues: Marvel Spotlight #5, the first appearance of “Ghost Rider”. Enhancing the already-amazing
published image, Ploog really uses his artistic style to make the figures almost come alive off of the page.You low-life thugs don't stand a
chance against the spirit of vengeance! Signed by the artist. Small glue stain at bottom. Artwork in fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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83. Jack Rickard original back cover artwork for MAD Magazine #209 featuring Jimmy Carter. (EC, 1979) Accomplished
in pencil and gouache paint on 19.5 x 22 in. heavyweight art board. This is a hilarious vintage MAD Magazine parody of an ad by the
National Safety Council on the back cover of the magazine. Painted masterfully by long-time MAD Magazine artist Jack Rickard, it shows
President Jimmy Carter giving a silly piggyback ride to his brother Billy (complete with Billy Beer can in hand!). With the publication
of MAD Magazine ceasing to use new material and now beginning to reprint material from its past archives, the interest in classic MAD
art has never been higher, and Presidential parodies have always been popular. Here's your shot at a great showcase piece of art! Signed
by the artist. Some adhesive and tape residue on back (common in production). Otherwise in very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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84. Marshall Rogers (10) pages of original artwork for The Deadly Hands of Kung Fu #33 featuring the “Daughters of the
Dragon”. (Marvel, 1977) Accomplished in pencil, ink and zipatone on 11.5 x 17.5 in. comic art stock. Originally intended simply as supporting characters for “Luke Cage Powerman” and “Iron Fist”, “Misty Knight” and “Colleen Wing” soon grew in popularity enough to
have their own adventure stories under the “Daughters of the Dragon” moniker. Misty, a former police office with a bionic arm given to
her by Tony Stark, and Colleen, raised in the ways of the samurai, formed the “Knightwing Restorations” detective agency and soon had
a running series in Marvel's The Deadly Hands of Kung Fu magazine during the 1970s martial arts craze. This particular lot of (10) pages is
part of a story masterfully penciled and inked by fan-favorite artist Marshall Rogers. Depicting the lethal ladies in full battle against “Emil
Vachon” and his minions, which comes to a most satisfying conclusion in a stunning victorious splash page! Includes dialogue overlays
for each page. Stunning early detailed work by Rogers. Some tape on edges from production and ink bleed onto back of some pages.
Otherwise, in very good condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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85. John Romita original finished preliminary artwork for the front and back covers
of Marvel Special Edition: Spectacular SpiderMan #1. (Marvel, 1975) Accomplished in pencil
on artist’s leaf tipped onto (2) 11.5 x 17.25 in.
pages of comic art stock. From one of the most
respected and popular artists Marvel ever had
drawing “Spider-Man” comes these two stunning
finished pencil preliminary drawings showing the
front and back cover art for the Marvel Special
Edition: Spectaular Spider-Man #1 tabloid comic
book treasury. One depicts Spider-Man as seen
from the front in pitch battle with his villains
seen from the back (the published back cover).
The other shows the reverse view (the published
front cover) as we see the fronts of all the villains
attacking Spidey en mass... And we mean all of
Spidey's most popular villains: “The Vulture”!
“Doctor Octopus”! “Kraven the Hunter”! “The
Lizard”! “Electro”! “The Sandman”! “Mysterio”!
If you want a great Spider-Man art example for
your collection, these pieces are as good as it gets!
In very good condition. $4,000 - $6,000
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86. John Romita, Jr. and Bob Wiacek original artwork for Iron Man #264 complete 22-page story “Where Is Iron Man”.
(Marvel, 1991) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 11.25 x 17.25 in. comic art stock (double page splash is two boards taped together). “Iron
Man” has always been a popular character in the Marvel Universe, but when he jump-started the current wave of Marvel movies, he truly
became a household name. Here's a rare opportunity to own a complete 22-page story (including two splash pages and a double-page spread)
to an issue of his comic series. Written by comic book legend John Byrne, this issue was part of the popular “Armor Wars II” storyline, and
features an appearance by one of his oldest villains, “The Mandarin”, who reveals in a stunning double-page spread that he holds the power
of the classic Marvel monster “Fin Fang Foom”! In fine condition. $8,000 - $12,000
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87. Alex Ross original double page splash artwork for JLA: Secret Origins featuring “Plastic Man”. (DC, 2002) Accomplished in pencil, ink and gouache on 19 x 27 in. art board. Superstar
Alex Ross needs no introduction. His hyper-realistic renderings of both Marvel and DC heroes changed the game and raised the bar helping comics attain acknowledgement as fine art. This breathtaking two page spread details the origin of “Plastic Man” in a purely visual way, appealingly and cleverly designed in shades of the character’s red uniform. Ross’ art is in high demand and even his signed
lithographs command prices in the thousands of dollars. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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88. Sanjulián original cover painting for Eerie #53 featuring The Mummy. (Warren, 1966) Accomplished
in oils on 12.5 x 13 in. canvas, mounted by the artist onto a larger 16.5 x 21 in. canvas painted black. A highly
desirable vintage Warren cover for Eerie #53. Master Sanjulian depicts the classic Boris Karloff character overseeing a dramatic scene of a nude woman in peril.Very fine work and very well known and remembered from
publisher Warren’s peak artistic period. In very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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89. Luis Royo original painting “Palabras Oscuras”. (ca. 2000s) Accomplished in ink and gouache on 20 x 26 in. artist’s leaf. Artwork measures 14.5 x 18.5 in. Typical for the master artist, this work
of an alluring woman with surrounding bats is sensual, dark and fantastical all in one.Very finely rendered and painted with great care. Title translates roughly to “Dark Words” in English. Likely published
but use unknown. Signed by the artist in white ink. In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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90. Kurt Schaffenberger original unused cover artwork for Magic Agent. (ACG 1962) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 15 x 22
in. large comic art stock. ACG combined two popular genres for this title—secret agents during the cold war and magic. In this exciting
action cover, our hero “John Force” escapes Red Chinese soldiers atop a speeding train. Beautifully drawn by Kurt Schaffenberger, who at
the time was also doing a lot of work for DC on the “Superman” family of titles. A beautiful example of Schaffenberger”s sharp line work.
Signed by the artist. Title stat is a replacement. Some small tape stains beneath the logo. Otherwise, in very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
98

91. John Severin and Will Elder original artwork for Frontline Combat
#6 complete 8-page story “A Platoon!” (EC, 1952) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 15 x 22 in. Bristol art board. Another great story from Harvey
Kurtzman who wrote and laid out this Korean War yarn concerning the ‘A’
Platoon, who then gave the story to the artistic team of John Severin and Bill
Elder to complete. Some of EC’s best stories, an incredibly rich a voluminous
library, were their war stories, which often portrayed the horrors of war rather
than being propagandistic. These stories are among the best ever created in the
comics medium. In very good condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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92. John Severin original artwork for Blazing Combat #2 complete 7-page story “Holding Action”. (Warren, 1966) Accomplished
in pencil, ink, wash, and zipatone on 15 x 22 in. art board. John Severin is among the elite war artists of all time. He was a top EC war artist
who transitioned very well to the 60s and 70s comic companies. A painstakingly detailed and well-drawn story with much war and drama.
This is a rare opportunity to acquire a complete, vintage Warren war story by a major comic artist. In very good condition $2,000 - $3,000
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93. Jim Steranko original cover recreation artwork for Nick Fury, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. #1. (Marvel, 1990s) Accomplished in pencil and gouache on 22 x 30 in. heavyweight art board. Jim Steranko drew some incredible cover art in the late 1960s, but his original art is
hard to find for sale, so it's only natural that at some point someone would ask him to do a few recreations. This beauty is one of them—the
iconic cover art to Nick Fury, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D #1 done in the original psychedelic art style that Jim was so well known for! “Nick”,
“Dum Dum” and “Val” are on the hunt for “Scorpio”…but who's hunting who? Signed on left side. Some paint over-spray on bottom
border. Otherwise, in very good condition. $10,000 - $15,000
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94. Dave Stevens and Dave Dorman original cover painting for Rocketeer Adventure Magazine #2. (Comico/Dark Horse, 1988)
Accomplished in mixed media on 12.5 x 18 in. art board. Presented in an attractive red and black mat. Art by the late Dave Stevens is
very highly sought after, and of course, the “Rocketeer” is his signature character. This large and beautiful painting is achingly detailed and
represents an opportunity to acquire a major work by this legend at a very reasonable opening bid. The Rocketeer is seen here in peril,
in the hands of an unknown creature, over the dark and foreboding skies of New York City with a bi-plane and lightning bolts in the
background. Signed, “Stevens/Dorman ‘88”. In very good condition. $4,000 - $6,000
102
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95. Angelo Torres original caricature artwork featuring the cast of Cheers. (ca. 1980s) Accomplished in pencil and gouache on 20 x 29 in. large lightweight art board. Almost certainly
published, though use unknown. Featuring the MAD artist’s characteristically impeccable comic likenesses of “Sam”, “Rebecca”, “Diane”, “Woody”, “Carla”, “Norm”, “Fraiser” and the rest of the
regulars in the most popular sitcom of its era. Signed as “A. Torres” In very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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96. Angelo Torres original artwork for MAD Magazine
#173 complete 5-page story parodying Kojak. (EC, 1975)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on large lightweight art boards with
Page 1 measuring 18.5 x 19.5 in. and the other 4-pages measuring
18.5 x 25 in. MAD artist Angelo Torres knocks it out of the park with
this hilarious parody of the classic 1970s TV detective show Kojak
– “Kojerk”! Telly Savalas has never looked...um, balder. It's not easy
solving crimes and trying to be both fashionable and lovable, but it’s
even harder in a MAD Magazine! Bring a lollipop and enjoy! Signed
in lower panel, “Torres”. Dialogue in word balloons are paste-up stats.
In very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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97. Richard Williams original cover artwork for MAD Super Special #52 “Super Stars Volume One”. (EC, 1985) Accomplished
in pencil and gouache on 19 x 24 in. art board. Classic MAD artist Richard Williams paints a true MAD Masterpiece showing caricatures
of some of the most famous MAD artists (also known as “the usual gang of idiots”) in their history. Including Don Martin, Dave Berg,
Mort Drucker, and Antonio Prohias (represented by his famous “Spy vs. Spy” characters), and a great big image of Alfred E. Neuman to
boot! What more could a MAD Magazine fan possibly ask for? Initialed by the artist, “RW”. In fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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98. Al Williamson, Frank Frazetta, and
Roy Krenkel original artwork for Weird
Fantasy #20 complete 7-page story “I,
Rocket”. (EC, 1953) Accomplished in pencil,
ink, and zipatone on 15.5 x 22 in. art board.
Three of EC's finest artists team up to illustrate
this classic tale adapted from a story by sci-fi
legend Ray Bradbury, in which a war rocket
tells its tale of foiling would-be saboteurs, saving the crew, going through a space-war with
Mars, and its fate after the war.Williamson and Frazetta (signed on the first page splash, “FF”)
turned in a stunning job of sharp fine pencil detail and beautiful, lush inks (arguably some of
Frazetta's finest for this prime period) across all of this outer space story—the large panel on
the splash page is especially beautiful. In August of this year, a similar EC sci-fi story by the
same artists sold at auction for $90,000, and we feel, based on artistic merit and story content
(plus the addition of Frazetta's “FF” signature), this example to be superior to that one. With
paste-ups and elements of stripped-in panels on multiple pages, which is common for many
of the EC stories of the time, as the order panels were often reworked. Truly an exceptional
example of why EC comics were considered some of the greatest ever produced. In very
good condition. $60,000 - $80,000
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99. Barry Windsor-Smith original monumental painting “Artemis & Apollo”. (1975-1990) Accomplished
in mixed media on 59 x 28 in. art board visible through mat. Certainly amongst the very finest masterworks of
BWS, and accordingly, one of the finest romantic works created during the 20th century. The allegorical and highly
symbolic work depicts mythical “Artemis and Apollo” at the center, the scene filled with phantasmagorical elements. A work of a lifetime that took the artist considerable psychic energy and labor to create and complete, spanning multiple versions throughout many years culminating in this work of beauty and impact. Colorful, elaborate,
painstakingly detailed, and completely unforgettable. The huge 59 in. wide work of art is arresting and stunning in
its presentation. Signed by the artist at lower left in red, “BWS 1990”. In fine condition. $40,000 - $60,000
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100. Barry Windsor-Smith original cover artwork for the Cygnus portfolio. (Cygnus, 1983) Accomplished in pencil on 10 x 12
in. artist’s leaf visible through mat. The Drawings of Barry Windsor-Smith is a deluxe box set of eight romantic drawings released by Cygnus
in 1983. A portion of this drawing was used as the cover to the box set and is seen here in its entirety. Extremely detailed and beautifully
rendered, this elegant work of art showcases BWS’ mastery of graphite, possibly his best medium. The work is also known as “Nimue the
Enchantress”. Signed at lower left, “BWS”. Exhibiting minor soiling. In very fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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101. Barry Windsor-Smith
original preliminary artwork for “Icarus”. (1979)
Accomplished in pencil on 26
x 30 in. Bainbridge art board.
Powerful and sublime finished
preliminary drawing to BWS'
masterpiece “Icarus”. This is a
detailed and lyrically drawn early
version of the masterwork featuring the mythological figure
Icarus, who flew too close to the
sun and came crashing down to
the earth. Even as a preliminary,
this is a fine art masterpiece filled
with energy. In very good condition. $4,000 - $6,000
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102. Barry Windsor-Smith original artwork for Weapon X #78 Page 2. (Marvel, 1988) Accomplished in pencil, blue colored
pencil, and ink on 11 x 17 in. art board. Windsor-Smith’s comic work is always attention getting—his “Wolverine” pages from Weapon X
are red hot right now and rare in the market place. This splashy two-panel page is confident and bold, featuring “Logan” on the operating
table undergoing medical attention. We see a full body panel and a close up facial panel as well. Signed by the artist, lower left. In very
good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
112

103. Barry Windsor-Smith original artwork for Weapon X #80 Page 2. (Marvel, 1988) Accomplished in pencil and ink with slightly
visible blue pencil on 11 x 17 in. art board. A spectacular and explosive semi-splash page of “Logan” tearing up and lashing out against
his forced captivity. A very desirable and strong example of Barry’s first rate “Wolverine” work. In very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
www.profilesinhistory.com
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104. Barry Windsor-Smith and Sal Buscema original artwork for Conan the Barbarian #10 Page 18. (Marvel, 1971)
Accomplished in pencil, blue colored pencil, and ink on 10.5 x 16 in. comic art stock. From the classic Roy Thomas “Conan” story
“Beware the Wrath of Anu”. On this pivotal page, Conan discovers he's been double-crossed by a man he thought was his ally, but
instead turns out to be an informant to the evil “Red Priest”! Sharply inked by Sal Buscema, this is a great example of why early Barry
Windsor-Smith Conan pages have always been in very high demand! Production notes regarding dialogue in the margins. Small tape
stains from production. Otherwise art is in very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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105. Barry Windsor-Smith original artwork “Devil Wings over Shadizar”. (1987) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 12 x 14.75
in. trimmed vellum tipped to backing leaf. A very finely rendered study by master Barry Windsor-Smith, depicting “Conan”, sword drawn,
holding the semi-nude body of “Jenna”. A concept study for an unused Conan Saga cover. Slight blue pencil visible underneath the ink.
Signed in lower left of artwork, “BWS 1987”. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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106. Barry Windsor-Smith original preliminary artwork for Conan Saga #7. (Marvel, 1988) Accomplished in pencil and ink on
11.5 x 18 in. vellum tipped to backing paper. A beautiful and finished preliminary illustration to the cover of Conan Saga #7, depicting a
noble “Conan” with winged headdress and sword in hand. A fantastic rendering that displays the ink cleanly and sharply. A wonderfully large
rendering that will frame up very nicely. Signed at lower right, “BWS 1988”. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
116

Bernie Wrightson’s magnum opus The original
wrap-around cover art to
Frankenstein by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
The finest fantasy ink drawing of the 20th century

107. Bernie Wrightson original wrap-around cover artwork for Frankenstein by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley. (Marvel, 1983)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on large 20 x 30 in. heavyweight art board. Bernie Wrightson, has been called, “the greatest horror
artist of our time”, “the genius who’s work has a soul”, and “the star who’s work other artists chart their courses by”. His work exerts
a profound influence on many of the world’s most acclaimed writers, artists, and filmmakers of today. It can also easily be said that the
1983 Marvel publication of Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley’s Frankenstein is arguably the finest illustrated book of the second half of the
20th century. Originally written in 1818, the novel was later painstakingly illustrated over the course of nearly a decade by pen and ink
master Bernie Wrightson. We are proud to offer here, what we consider the finest fantasy ink drawing of the 20th century, if not of all
time. “...I shall be with you on your wedding night.” And with those words, the most chilling line in the novel, came the inspiration
for master artist Bernie Wrightson to make that moment in the story the cover image, and the single work he felt would define the
artistic level the book would be judged by—a book that was a pure labor of love for him, as this was not an assignment he was being
paid to do. For Bernie, this was a matter of personal pride and determination to exceed any work of his past that he had been proud of
and set a goal to challenge his own artistic abilities and senses on levels he had never before achieved. This would be his Sistine Chapel.
Looking at the piece in person can itself be an adventure in keeping one busy—there is just so much to look at, admire and study from
edge to edge of the image. Wrightson wanted the look of the art to have an “antique” feel to it, reminiscent of an old woodcut or steel
engraving. The ultra-fine linework detail is, to put it mildly, mind-blowing, with so much of the amazingly delicate work having been
achieved through the steady-hand execution of line-by-line via art pen. Looking closely at the face of the monster you can actually feel
the mix of his rage and anguish fueled by crazed frustration towards his creator, the cause of his inner pain. Then, looking at his creator’s
face, you can almost read “Dr. Frankenstein’s” feelings: the instinctive defiance against his creation-gone-wrong while wrestling with the
hard reality that he is no longer in control of him, trying, to no avail, to free himself from the brute strength of the creature’s massively
powerful arms! On the lab table, there lies the tragic female creature Victor refused to bring to life, the intended mate for the creature
now simply a destroyed husk of what could’ve been. Looking around the lab itself makes you wonder in awe how Wrightson was even
able to conceptualize, much less (over-)achieve the multilayer dimensionality of the many bottles, vials, beakers, test tubes, books, ropes,
chains, etc. strewn about over every direction you look from the floor up to (and even inter-woven into) the rafters. After staring at it
for some time, you’ll start to notice more: the fine detailed grain patterns of the wood on the chair and the shelving, peeling plaster on
the ceiling, the subtle varying levels of transparency as you see items through the other side of some of the liquid-filled glass, texture
patterns on some of the ropes, the shadow angles coming off the light beaming from the fireplace, the vintage medical reference muscle
chart on the back wall, a skull on a shelf, the rafters of the ceiling, a missing slat in the window shutter—so very many miniscule details
that make even the backgrounds tell their own story! It’s a complex study of what is essentially the heart of the novel—the lab is where
Victor defies the laws of God and nature and this is the climactic moment of consequences for those actions shown in a riot of detail.
The way Wrightson was able to master his control over light and shadows and depth (known as “value” in art terms), your eyes are still
driven to first focus on the intensity of conflict between Victor and the creature—exactly where Wrightson wants your eye to go—even
in the intriguing visual cacophony of the surroundings they’re immersed in. It’s so well done, it may take you a few moments before you
even notice that there’s a female corpse lying on the table front and center! Now that is artistic value control. It raises the question: what
other artist alive today could achieve such an intricate and complex work on this astonishing level? One could even make the argument
that while many great artists pencil their work and have another artist, an inker, finish the details over in ink (two very different skill
sets), only Wrightson could also be his own best inker to do the fine details of his work at this extreme level of precision. As many collectors know, of all of Wrightson’s work, the Frankenstein plates are among the rarest and the hardest to obtain since the collectors that
own them seldom let them go. This is your opportunity to own not just “a great example” but “THE ONE”—a true crown jewel in
the art world. In a world of Frank Frazetta paintings casually selling for upwards of $5 million dollars, we feel that this specific artwork,
Wrightson’s undisputed masterpiece, should be easily at minimum, on a parallel level of appreciation in fantasy art achievement. Large
and impressive, incredibly detailed, and certainly iconic. Quite literally, the very best of the very best. Signed by Wrightson at bottom left
corner. Handwriting on the back says: “Frankenstein covers #1+4 (wraparound) also repeats as interior spread, pages 146+147”. Light
tanning to the board and edges. Otherwise, in very good condition. $750,000 - $1,000,000
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108. Wally Wood original artwork for Two Fisted Tales #35 complete
7-page story “New Orleans”. (EC, 1953) Accomplished in pencil and ink
on 15 x 22 in. twice up board. Some markings on borders. Signed by the artist
in the first panel. A stunning seven page story done at the peak of Wood’s considerable talents in 1953 when he worked for the legendary EC Comics. A great
story concerning the Civil War and life on the Mississippi. A rare chance to get
a complete Wally Wood EC story. In very good condition. $5,000 - $7,000
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109. Bernie Wrightson original cover painting for A Look Back. (1978) Accomplished in oil on 24 x 48 in. stretched canvas. Offered here is the magnificent cover to the Wrightson retrospective
monograph A Look Back. This large and impressive work is an important cornerstone to Wrightson’s renowned oeuvre. It depicts an “Uncle Creepy”-like character walking through the forest at night (a
bad idea in Wrightson’s darkly imaginative world) as various horrible, otherworldly creatures lurk in the shadows below a blood red sunset. Bernie did far too few oil paintings. This notable work is arguably
his best, and certainly among his most well known. Meticulous with finely rendered details throughout. The mesmerizing effect is enhanced by the colossal size of the work. Truly a modern masterpiece.
Signed centrally in lower artwork, “Wrightson ‘78”. In fine condition. $20,000 - $30,000
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110. Bernie Wrightson original painting “The Pit & the Pendulum” for The Edgar Allan Poe Portfolio. (1976) Accomplished
in oils, watercolor, and mixed media on 15 x 22 in. art board. As editor Christopher Zavisa explains in the Wrightson monograph A
Look Back, this is the first of two versions of the famous work. The colors in this version were too difficult to reproduce at the time,
so Wrightson created an alternate version with green as the prominent hue. A bold and colorful work with demonic figures lurking
in the sky. Fellow artist Jeffrey Jones posed as the poor victim! Signed at lower right, “Wrightson”. In fine condition. $5,000 - $7,000
122
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111. Bernie Wrightson original knight and dragon artwork. (ca. 1970s-80s) Accomplished in pencil on approx. 36 x 29 in. artist’s leaf. Wrightson created this huge and impressive piece using
unparalleled pencil shading. The fantastic scene is a classic Wrightson creation—a huge, dinosaur-like reptile, certainly not of this earth, descending a mountain to attack a noble knight on horseback. A
work of genius in its execution, extremely detailed throughout. Signed “Wrightson” in pencil at lower left. In fine condition. $4,000 - $6,000
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112. Bernie Wrightson original artwork for Page 12 of “Ain't She Sweet” from Badtime Stories. (1972) Accomplished in pencil and
ink on 14 x 21.25 in. comic art stock. The undisputed master of horror Bernie Wrightson does what he does best in this beautifully disturbing page from his 1972 graphic anthology collection Badtime Stories. The piece depicts the scheming old man who is trying to disguise the
fact that he just murdered his wife from her visiting doctor, then reveling finally able to sleep alone undisturbed by her—the cad! This page
is another great example of both the fine linework details Bernie was so proud of in his art and his incredible talent for visual storytelling.
It's even autographed by Bernie on the bottom of the page! In very good condition. $4,000 - $6,000
124

113. Bernie Wrightson (30) pages of original preliminary artwork for the unrealized comic Swamp Thing: Deja Vu #1. (DC,
1980s) Consisting of (30) pages accomplished in pencil on 11 x 17 in. comic art stock. Back in the 1970s, writer Len Wein and master horror artist Bernie Wrightson created the DC hero “Swamp Thing” and the character has grown a huge following over the years in his many
incarnations. Then, in the 1980s, DC planned a three issue graphic novel called Swamp Thing: Deja Vu that would reunite “dream team” of
Wein and Wrightson, but sadly, Bernie got cold feet through the process and the project was shelved. Here are 29 of the story pages and one
of the prelim pages to what could've been a really great project as we witness Swamp Thing using his powers to travel back in time, doing
everything from fighting a dinosaur to repairing the cherry tree chopped down by George Washington (!), as well as traveling back to the
time of his own origin! Really beautiful pencil work by Wrightson on every page. Definitely a rare opportunity to enjoy an “unpublished
classic”. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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114. Bernie Wrightson (54) original concept drawings for Dagon, working title: “Shadow Over Innsmouth”. (1986)
Consisting of (54) pages accomplished in pencil on 14 x 17 in. artist’s leaf. Master horror artist Bernie Wrightson was tapped by Full Moon
Entertainment to come up with concept art for a film adaptation of the 1931 H.P. Lovecraft novella Shadow Over Innsmouth. Intended for
production in 1991, the project evolved over the next decade into the movie Dagon (2001). The story forms part of the Cthulhu Mythos,
using its motif of a malign undersea civilization, and references several other shared elements of the Mythos. The art itself is absolutely stunning. Some pages boast multiple subjects, while others feature large finished illustrations of the many characters and creatures in this world.
To see Wrightson's lush and detailed raw, pre-ink pencil work is absolutely incredible in person! An archive of horror that truly showcases
the artist’s talents. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000

126

115. Mike Zeck original inside front cover artwork for Deadly Hands of Kung Fu Magazine #24. (Marvel, 1976) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 16 x 20 in. large comic art stock. Back in the 1970s, Bruce Lee had gotten the kung fu fad into full swing, and Marvel
wanted a piece of the action with their own kung fu hero. Enter “Shang Chi: Master of Kung Fu”, appearing in his own comic as well
as Deadly Hands of Kung Fu magazine. Shang Chi is now in production as one of the next wave of hot Marvel movies, so this beautiful
(extra large) art inside cover pin-up by fan-favorite comic artist Mike Zeck could not have come up for sale at a better time to get a great
example! Small amount of correction fluid. Otherwise, in very good condition. $4,000 - $6,000
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116. Mike Zeck and Gene Day original artwork for Master of Kung Fu #89 Page 22. (Marvel, 1980) Accomplished in pencil
and ink on 10.5 x 15.75 in. comic art stock. Shang Chi: Master of Kung Fu is set to become the next Marvel hot cinematic property, and
here's your chance to get a beautiful page from a well-remembered storyline drawn by fan-favorite artist team Mike Zeck and Gene Day.
“Shang” reflects on all the brutal events that led him and his allies up to this climatic moment of facing-off in final battle against his father
“Fu Manchu”! In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
128

117. Neal Adams original artwork for an unknown Warren
publication. (Warren, ca. 1960s) Accomplished in pencil, ink, and
zipatone on 15 x 23 in. art board. A dynamic and finely illustrated
page of horror by one of the masters of the medium. Concerning a
man who is in the process of dismembering a body, reminiscent of
a well-known EC story. Adams changed comics when he burst on
the scene and displayed his ultra realistic and powerful layouts and
drawing style. A desirable page from both Warren and Neal Adams!
Assumed published but use unknown. Signed by the artist lower
right in ink. In very good condition. $300 - $500

119. C. C. Beck original cover recreation artwork for
Fairy Tale Parade. (1976) Accomplished in mixed media on 15
x 20 in. art board. C. C. Beck created this detailed and very fine
homage to the famous 1942 cover by Walt Kelly for a collector
in the 70s. The piece is so finely crafted that it’s a fine illustration
in its own right. Signed and dated by the artist at lower right. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

118. C. C. Beck original cover recreation artwork for The
Spirit #22. (1976) Accomplished in mixed media on 15 x 20 in.
art board. A recreation of the famous 1950 Will Eisner Spirit cover
depicting the iconic femme fatale “Skinny Bones”. C. C. Beck, creator of “Captain Marvel”, painted this beautiful and detailed homage to the pioneering comic artist’s famous cover. Painstakingly
done with great attention to detail. Signed by the artist at lower
right. In very good condition. $500 - $700

120. Jerry Bingham original unpublished portfolio
plate artwork. (1984) Accomplished in pencil and wash
on 15 x 20 in. heavyweight art board. Unpublished work
intended as a portfolio plate by Jerry Bingham showing a sultry girl admiring herself in the mirror. Minor wear to board.
Otherwise, in very good condition. $200 - $300
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121. Pat Boyette original artwork for Ghostly Tales
#80 complete 8-page story “The Real Gone Ghost”.
(Charlton, 1970) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 11.5 x 17
in. art board. This is an attractive and nicely drawn complete
story from the underrated Charlton line. Well paced with a fantastic pay off. A great opportunity to pick up acomplete vintage
horror story. In very good condition. $400 - $600

122. John Buscema original artwork for Savage Tales #6
complete 10-page story “The Regulator”. (Marvel, 1986)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 11 x 17 in. art board. Master artist John Buscema made a significant contribution to Marvel’s rise to
greatness in the 1970s and 80s. This complete and attractive western
story was published in Savage Tales magazine. A well-paced yarn that
gives Buscema a chance to draw horses, livestock, and cowboys fighting. Exhibiting one panel taped in, occasional drawing on verso, and
some correction fluid. In very good condition. $400 - $600

123. Jim Calafiore and Peter Palmiotti original double page
splash artwork for Aquaman #34 Page 16 and 17. (DC, 1997)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 16.5 x 23 in. board, being two boards
joined with masking tape to verso. Spectacularly presented battle splash
page with “Aquaman” fighting “Poseidon” mano a mano. Elegantly drawn
by Calafiore and inked by Peter Palmiotti. Aquaman is DC cinematic royalty and this beautiful piece is a great example. $400 - $600
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124. George Carlson original artwork for Jingle Jangle
#14 complete 4-page story “The Pie Face Prince”.
(Eastern Color, 1945) Accomplished in pencil and ink, being
twice up format on 14 x 22 in. Bristol art board. Delightful
complete story from the 1945 Eastman Color comic. The
influential George Carlson was a master storyteller and favorite artist of legendary Sci-Fi writer Harlan Ellison. It’s rare to
find a complete story from this era of comics history. Light
tanning to boards. In very good condition. $200 - $300

125. Giorgio Comolo original painting featuring “Dr.
Strange” (after Steve Ditko). (ca. 2000s) Accomplished in
ink and gouache on 16 x 23.5 in. textured art board. “Eternity”,
“Dormammu”, and “Dr. Strange” are featured on the faithful and
sublime recreation/homage to the great Steve Ditko. Very nicely
and finely detailed and imaginative rendering made to frame and
hang. Signed and dedicated by the artist, lower left. In very good
condition. $500 - $700

127. Geof Darrow original artwork for a Hard Boiled
#1 page. (Dark Horse 1990) Accomplished in pencil and ink
on 19.75 x 25.5 in. artist’s vellum. Written by famous scribe
Frank Miller and masterfully drawn by artist Geof Darrow, the
three-issue Dark Horse mini-series Hard Boiled won the coveted Eisner Award for best writer/artist in 1991. A modern day
classic, this particular page is one that's well remembered—In
a dystopian future, Nixon, a city tax collector, gets injured and
after a surgery, wakes up to a different, more “normal” life, with
a different name, career, even a wife and children. He believes
all his past memories to have been but a bad dream. However,
when a persistent dream disturbs his sleep, we find his wife distracting him with sex as his kids inject him with sleep-inducing
drugs. All is not what it seems! In fine condition. $700 - $900

126. Gene Colan original artwork for Eerie #8 complete
8-page story “Oversight”. (Warren, 1976) Accomplished in ink
and wash on 13.5 x 18 in. Bainbridge art board.Warren art is red hot
right now. Many great artists did their best work for the company.
Here is a rare chance to acquire a complete story by the great Gene
Colan. “Oversight” is fast paced and has great panels of the kind of
horror that Warren fans love. Beautifully rendered in an attractive
ink wash throughout. In very good condition. $600 - $800

128. Geof Darrow original merchandise art for the band
Gas Giants. (ca. late 1990s) Accomplished in pencil and ink on
14.5 x 25.5 in. artist’s vellum. Geof Darrow was always known
for his insane, frenzied level of incredible detail, but this particular piece leaves us simply speechless. The art was used on various
merchandise for the band the Gas Giants. (a side project of the
platinum-selling alternative rockers Gin Blossoms). The girl with
the wagon was a sort of “mascot” for the band, also appearing on
their album cover. The stunning miniscule details will keep you
smiling for hours as you notice something new every time you
look at it. Small piece out of bottom right corner in margin (does
not affect the art). Otherwise, in fine condition. $700 - $900
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129. Geof Darrow original cover artwork for The Matrix
Comics, Vol. 1. (Burlyman, 2003) Accomplished in pencil and
ink on 19 x 25.5 in. artist’s vellum. Throughout the 1990s,
numerous comics were published in various formats (online,
newstand and promotional print issues) featuring The Matrix
film universe characters. Due to popular demand, all these
works were finally collected and released in a beautiful 2003
trade paperback featuing this very stunning piece of Geof
Darrow art as the cover! Who else but Darrow could do such
a detailed vision of a world that you didn’t even know existed
(unless you took the red pill). In fine condition. $700 - $900

131. Jack Davis original
artwork for MAD Magazine
#145 2-pages of the feature “What Coaches Say”.
(EC, 1971) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on art board
ranging in size from 19 x 19
in. to 16 x 21 in. Jack Davis
was well known for his ability
to draw a variety of genres,
including sports and humor.
Offered here are two pages
that illustrate both with great
success! In very good condition. $200 - $300
132

130. Geoff Darrow original Christmas themed-artwork from
Hellboy Christmas Special #1 featuring “Shaolin Cowboy”. (Dark
Horse, 1997) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 19.5 x 30.5 in. artist’s
vellum, consisting of two leaves joined with tape to verso. From Hard
Boiled to Shaolin Cowboy, Geof Darrow’s art is immediately recognizable, with layer upon layer of hyper-intricate detail making for deeply
expressive and appealing work. This imposing piece appeared in
Hellboy Christmas Special #1 as a double page spread. Shaolin Cowboy
strolls in the foreground, weilding chainsaws. Some yellowing along
the seam. In very good condition. $600 - $800

132. Jack Davis original artwork for MAD Magazine #155
3-page feature “Howard at the Mic”. (EC, 1972) Consisting
of (3) pages of original art accomplished in pencil and ink on art
board ranging in size from 18.5 x 19.5 in. to 18.5 x 25 in. This
spot-on satire of renowned sports personality Howard Cowsell
really scores! Beautiful work by Davis who was at his artistic peak
here. Also includes (2) production prints made from of the original
pages, measuring 11 x 12 in. and 15 x 22 in. In very good condition. $500 - $700

133. George Evans (5) original artworks for the series
“Hot Skies on the Somme”.
Consisting of (5) pieces of original art accomplished in pencil and
ink on art board ranging widely
in size: (1) 3 x 16.5 in., (1) 7 x
10.5 in., (1) 8 x 22 in., (1) 8.3 x 22
in., and (1) 20 x 30 in. The smallest piece contains a self-portrait
of the artist, and is initialed. A
recreation of Evans’ cover for EC
Comics’ Aces High #2, with panels showing German and Royal
Flying Corps pilots in the lead
up to the epic dog fight. the A
wonderful grouping that could
be framed together nicely. Largest
board exhibits some soiling. In
generally very good condition.
$500 - $700

135. David Finch original double page splash artwork
for Aphrodite IX #3. (Image/Top Cow, 1996) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 17 x 22 in. art board, being two boards joined
with masking tape on back joined with masking tape on the verso.
A beautiful and imaginative DPS by David Finch who drew the
first series of this Top Cow/Image title. Spectacular line work and
imagery. In very good condition. $300 - $500

134. George Evans original artwork for
a Blazing Combat page. (Warren, ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 14.5 x 19.5
in. Bainbridge board. Published in an unknown
issue of Blazing Combat, circa mid-1960s. No
one drew bi-plane action better than Evans, who
did the iconic Aces High covers for EC Comics
in the later 1950s. Evans loved aviation and his
aerial art was exciting and authentic.This page is
a perfect example and its minimal dialogue lends
to the drama and beauty of the composition. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

136. Shary Flenniken, Dan O’Neill, and Bobby London
original Trotts and Bonnie jam illustration. (ca. 1970s)
Accomplished in pencil, ink, and watercolor on 15 x 20 in. art
board, A lovely “jam” illustration combining characters created by
the three artists from their respective 1970s strips. An imaginative
and colorful composition. Signed by the three artists at lower right
and left. $200 - $300
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137. Sam Glanzman 30-pages of original artwork for
Combat #16. (Dell, 1965) Consisting of (30) pages of artwork
accomplished in pencil and ink on 14 x 22 in. art board. A treasure
trove of beautiful war art from a great 1965 war title. The pages
comprise two near-complete stories, the first called “Battle in the
Chinese Sea” and the second, untitled. Both with sensational scenes
of naval battles, great ships, and ocean drama. Exhibiting 4-tiny
cutouts (minor dialogue changes). Otherwise, in very good condition. $300 - $500

139. Russ Heath original artwork for Creepy #92 original
8-page story “The Executioner”. (Warren, 1977) Accomplished
in pencil and ink wash on 11.5 x 17.5 in. comic art stock. Russ Heath
was always known for his incredible storytelling ability. His attention
to detail and ability to draw vehicles accurately made him one of the
top artists of war comics in the 1960s. Then, in the 1970s, Warren had
him drawing stories for Creepy, and he produced this beautifully rendered story about a mob hit-man in 1920s Chicago. “Tony DeSoto”
was a top mob hit man, but what happens when he want to retire?
Some jobs are harder to leave than others. With production notes in
the margins. Otherwise, in very good condition. $400 - $600
134

138. Paul Gulacy original artwork for Flinch #4 complete 10-page story “Playing Dead”. (Vertigo/DC, 1999)
Accomplished in pencil, ink, wash, and ziaptone on 11 x 17 in.
art board. Each page retains an acetate overlay with text affixed.
“Playing Dead” is set in the west and concerns an AWOL soldier
who assumes a dead man’s identity, only to learn that his new wife
has secrets… Beautifully illustrated by Gulacy who is very well
known for his superb Kung Fu work and is in very high demand.
In very good condition. $300 - $500

140. Russ Heath original artwork for the National Lampoon
Encyclopedia of Humor complete 8-page story “Swamp
Sluts”. (National Lampoon, 1973) Accomplished in pencil and
ink on 11.5 x 17.5 in. art board. A crazy and beautifully illustrated story by master Russ Heath, brimming with the National
Lampoon’s trademark irreverence. Signed by the artist on the first
page. Exhibiting some glue stains, a missing title and yellowing tape
on edges. Artwork in generally very good condition. $300 - $500

141. Brian Hitch and Paul Neary original artwork for
(4) pages from The Ultimates #10 and #11. (Marvel, 2003)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 11 x 17 in. art board.
Consisting of (4) pages from consecutive issues: #10 Pages 2, 4, 5
and #11 Page 4. Brian Hitch penciled and Paul Neary inked these
four moody pages (including a beautiful splash!) that flashback to
1944 where “Captain America” battles his enemy “Herr Kleiser”
and other Nazis on a moving train. Superb and cinematic layouts
and inking make these pages particularly desirable. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

143. Adam Hughes and Rick Magyar original cover artwork for The Maze Agency #2. (Comico, 1988) Accomplished in
pencil, ink, and blue colored pencil on 14 x 19 in. art board. Adams
Hughes penciled and Rick Magyar inked this lovely cover for this
successful detective mystery series. Lots of great brushed ink gives
the piece gravitas as the dramatic gun play unfolds. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

142. Adam Hughes original “Superman”/“Gen 13” artwork
(publication unknown). (DC/Wildstorm, 2000) Accomplished
in pencil on 8.5 x 11 in. artist’s leaf. Adam Hughes is well known
for his stunning covers and artwork. Assumed published but use
unknown. In this humorous piece we see his take on “Clark Kent’s”
dilemma of looking for a phone booth to change into “Superman,
only to find the “Gen 13” kids playing the classic college game of
stuffing a group of people tightly into the confined space. A really
beautiful, tightly detailed finished pencil work by Hughes. In fine
condition. $500 - $700

144. Adam Hughes and Rick Magyar original artwork for
The Maze Agency #4 Page 20. (Comico, 1988) Accomplished in.
pencil, ink, blue pencil, zipatone and affixed effects on 14 x 18.5
in. art board. A beautiful page penciled by Adam Hughes and inked
by Rick Magyar. The title remains a fan favorite for the taut Mike
Barr script and the always beautiful Hughes art. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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145. Graham Ingels original artwork for a page from Impact #3 story
“The Good Fairy”. (EC, 1955) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 15 x 22 in. art
board. Offered here is the final page from the story titled “The Good Fairy”, from
Impact #3. Impact was a short lived (only five issues) “New Direction” comic after
the comics code came in and gutted EC and other publishers of horror and crime
titles. Nevertheless, the New Direction stories were well written and drawn, and this
Ingels page is a great example of the artistry and nuance that gave EC Comics their
edge. In very good condition. $800 - $1,200

147. Michael Kaluta original cover artwork for Bold
Adventure #3. (PC, 1983) Accomplished in pencil and ink with
paste-up elements on 11 x 16.5 in. comic art stock. Created as a
cover for PC Comics in 1983, this World War II period illustration
was exactly right for Kaluta! Very finely rendered work with a bit
of a WWII plane (a Spitfire, natch!) behind our hero. Signed twice,
in the lower right of art, “M W Kaluta 83”, and above the art line,
inscribed in ink, “Raphael Ruiz…here’s to the Midnight Oil! M
W Kaluta 11-4-84”. Exhibiting light wear and tape residue along
the top blank border of the art. In fine condition. $600 - $800
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146. Jack “Jaxon” Jackson original artwork for a page from The Secret of San Saba
series. (Kitchen Sink, 1989) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 11.5 x 17 in. board. “Jaxon”
is very well known for his superb underground
work on iconic titles like Death Rattle. This
beautiful page is from the 1989 series The Secret
of San Saba. Lovely and detailed inking throughout. Jaxon art is rare in the market and always
sought after. Here is a prime example of his
prowess. In very good condition. $200 - $300

148. Michael Kaluta original artwork “A Gift from
the Gozniks”. (ca. 1970s)
Accomplished in pencil and ink
on 5.75 x 16.5 in. trimmed artist’s leaf. Kaluta is the master of
the fine ink line and this oblong
work beautifully showcases his
keen sense of design. We see
a man and woman beside a
tree and the reflection of the
tree and clouds rippling in the
water below. Above the work is
noted in blue marker, “Fantastic
684-2 ‘A gift from the Gozniks’
page 25 G. Eklund one illo for
splash, M W Kaluta”. Published
in A Gift from the Gozniks.
Retaining pen and ink tests on
the verso. Exhibiting clipped
upper right corner and single
hole punch above art. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

149. Jack Katz original artwork for Creepy #45 complete
10-page story “Targos”. (Warren, 1972) Accomplished in
pencil, ink and zipatone on 11.5 x 17.5 in. art board. A beautiful
sword and sorcery story set in the world of Katz’s much-praised,
monumental graphic novel The First Kingdom. Finely drawn in an
appealing illustrative style, filled with scantily clad women and barbarians. Some dialogue balloons missing, a few cuts, some adhesive
remnants, and masking tape residue around perimeter. In good
condition. $500 - $700

151. Jack Kirby and Mike Royer original double page
splash artwork for Silver Star #3 Page 2 and 3. (Pacific, 1983)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 16.5 x 22.5 in. art board. This
impressive large work is a splash page that comprises page 2 and
3 of the story. A woman in a car is in trouble and our hero rips
open the car to save her in this very dramatic, machine-destroying
scene. Reminiscent of Kirby’s best large technology-filled covers
and splashes. This is a large and major work by the absolute king of
comics. Beautifully inked by Mike Royer. In very good condition.
$600 - $800

150. Jack Kirby and Vince Colleta original splash page
artwork for Journey Into Mystery #128. (Marvel, 1966)
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13.5 x 21 in. art board. There’s
not too much better in this world than a twice up splash by
Jack Kirby, here depicting the glory of “Hercules’” Olympus on
a Hollywood set! A huge majestic and magical scene with gods
and royal steeds. A very desirable page from the heyday of Marvel
magic. In very good condition. $600 - $800

152. Jack Kirby
and Rich
Buckler original unpublished
artwork featuring “The
Warriors Three”
from “Thor”.
(ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in
pencil and ink on
11.5 x 17 in. art
board, being two
segments joined
with tape on the
verso. A superb
and very interesting piece—the page is originally an unused four
panel Thor page. Inscribed in red, “To Shel, Jack Kirby- ‘69” (dating the artwork to sometime in or before 1969, naturally). Below
the inscription is written, “inks by Rich Buckler”. Lastly, along
the side of the artwork, Shel Dorf (San Diego Comi-Con founder) has written, “and back to Jack with affection for all you’ve
done for comic-con! Best Shel Dorf, 5/4/91”. One can surmise
that the original penciled page was given to Shel by Jack, who
had Buckler ink it later, and Shel then returned it to Kirby as a
gift. A very nice piece of Marvel, Kirby and Comic-Con history.
In very good condition. $500 - $700
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153. Jack Kirby original artwork featuring “Kublak”.
(ca. 1990s) Accomplished in
pencil and ink with paste-up
elements on 7.7 in. x 14 in. art
board. “Professor” is applied
printed letters, “Kublak” is ink
over pencil. A very fine pencil
drawing by the king of comics of the good Professor who
appeared in Phantom Force. A
dynamic and sure drawing,
nicely polished and signed by
Kirby at lower right. In very
good condition. $500 - $700

154. Robert Klein original cover artwork for Rocket’s Blast
Comicollector. (RBCC, 1969) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13.5
x 16.5 in. art board. Rocket’s Blast+ Comicollector was the premiere comic
fanzine, which helped propel the hobby to widespread acceptance. Robert
Klein was a fine artist who helped RBCC to present itself in a more professional light. This beautiful cover was done in 1969, and is a homage of sorts
to the great EC covers by Frazetta and Williamson. A fine rendering of a
dinosaur attacking a beautiful space woman while a space man plans to save
her. Really a great piece of its time. In very good condition. $300 - $500

156. Garry Leach original artwork for
Global Frequency Page 22. (Wildstorm/
DC, 2002) Accomplished in pencil and ink
on 14.5 x 20 in. comic art stock. Awardwinning artist Garry Leach drew only the
first issue of this title, but set the tone for
the series with his appealing and moody
art. Featuring three attractive panels of
intrigue and mystery. Some correction
fluid. In very good condition. $200 - $300

155. Joe Kubert original concept cover artwork
for a baseball-themed comic. (ca. 1960s) Consisting
of (3) pages of art, including (2) accomplished in ink
and marker on 10.5 x 14.5 in. artist’s vellum and (1)
accomplished in pencil on 15.5 x 22 in. artist’s leaf. A
very interesting group by master creator Joe Kubert,
likely created to pitch DC on a baseball-themed comics. The color pages appear to be the proposed front and
back cover to one issue, and the pencil is more detailed.
Notated by Kubert on top front cover and back cover.
Multiple folds and creases in each sheet. In good condition. $200 - $300
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157. David Lloyd original artwork
for V for Vendetta #9 Page 19. (DC,
1988) Accomplished in pen and ink
on 13.5 x 19.5 in. comic art stock.
From a groundbreaking comic series
that transcended the medium, spawning
a blockbuster film, and even more startling, a political movement; This typically
high contrast page depicts two men in
conversation with the police close by,
contributing to the paranoid and claustrophobic feel of the piece. Signed and
dated by the artist lower left. Lloyd V art
is perennially in high demand. In very
good condition $500 - $700

160. Bobby London original commissioned artwork
“Dirty Duck meets Popeye”.
(1990) Accomplished in marker on 14 x 17 in. artist’s leaf.
Fine drawing by London of his
signature creation, Dirty Duck,
along with the iconic character “Popeye”, who the artist
would illustrate later in his
career. A colorful and energetic
drawing! In very good condition. $200 - $300

158. David Lloyd original artwork for V for
Vendetta #2 Page 22. (DC, 1988) Accomplished
in pen and ink on 15.5 x 20.5 in. comic art
stock. Not only was this stark and stylized comic
groundbreaking in its original medium, but in the
time since its release, the Alan Moore and David
Lloyd series inspired a cult classic film, and even
more startling, a political movement. This typically
high contrast page depicts the paranoia and tension that was pervasive in this iconic series. Lloyd
V art is in high demand. In very good condition.
$500 - $700

161. Esteban Maroto original
portfolio artwork “Fantasy
Warrior”. (1975) Accomplished
on pencil and ink on 20 x 28.5
in. artist’s leaf. This magnificent
piece was drawn for a 1975 portfolio. Esteban Marato was a superstar at Warren Publishing in the
1970s, beloved for his illustrations
of “Vampirella”, sword and sorcery barbarians, females, beasts,
and fantasy subjects. This huge
and commanding work contains
many of these elements and is
reminiscent of Frazetta’s powerful
line while still being authentically
original. Signed and dated by the
artist at lower right. $300 - $500

162. Val Mayerik (9) pages of
original artwork from the story
“Fever” for Vampirella #82.
(Warren, 1979) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 11 x 17 in. art
board. Each panel is delicately
bordered with tape as used by
Warren for printing. Consisting of
(9) pages from a very finely drawn
tale of a Native American family’s struggle against a supernatural
enemy. Mayerik’s delicate inks are
sublime. In very good condition.
$500 - $700

159. Bobby London original artwork featuring “Dirty Duck”. (1975)
Accomplished in pencil and marker on 14
x 17 in. cream-colored artist’s leaf. Image
measures 11 x 12 in. A vivacious and appealing drawing of London’s signature character,
“Dirty Duck” (a homage to Groucho Marx)
and his side kick “Weevil”. Usage unknown
but the piece is detailed and finished. In very
good condition. $200 - $300
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165. Val Mayerik original
cover artwork for Young Master
#4. (New Comics Group, 1988)
Accomplished in pencil, ink, and
mixed media on 16 x 24 in.
art board. The alluring cover to
Young Master #4. A breathtaking
rendition of the titular Samurai
character, posed with knife in
hand sitting in a wintery mountain clearing. Very finely crafted
work that transcends the circumstances of its creation, achieving
every effect of fine art. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

163. Val Mayerik original artwork for Ka-Zar
#17 complete 7-page story “Tales of Zabu: Of
Kith and Kin”. (Marvel, 1982) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 10.75 x 16 in. art board. This is the
back-up story from Ka-Zar # 17, titled “Of Kith and
Kin”. A thrilling story with many panels of beautiful
“Zabu” in jungle battle. Exhbiting trimmed corners
staining, missing word balloons, and tape discoloration.
In good condition. $500 - $700

164.Val Mayerik original artwork for Young Master #4 complete 27-page story. (New Comics Group, 1988) Accomplished
ink, ink wash, and correction fluid on 14.5 x 20 in. art boards. Each
board retains an acetate overlay with dialog balloons and captions.
Evocative and beautifully drawn story involving a noble samurai in
feudal Japan. Some of Mayerik’s best work ever was done for this
book. Big panels of great depth and emotion throughout. In very
good condition. $200 - $300
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166. Val Mayerik original cover painting for
Young Master #9. (New
Comics Group, 1988)
Accomplished in pencil,
ink, watercolor and mixed
media on 20 x 30 in.
Crescent art board. Here
is the magnificent cover to
the final issue of this wonderful wandering samurai series, reminiscent, of
course, of the 1970s TV
series Kung Fu with David
Carradine. This beautifully
painted cover is impressive, detailed and huge.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

167. Val Mayerik
original artwork
for Young Master #9
complete 22-page
story “Fear and
Sin”. (New Comics
Group,
1987)
Accomplished
in
pencil, ink, and ink
wash on 14.4 x 22
in. art board. Great
Samurai and western
vibe, with many large
and arresting panels of
finely executed art. In
very good condition.
$200 - $300

168. Hermann Mejia original back cover art “MAD
Evolution” for MAD Magazine #367. (1998) Accomplished in
pencil, ink, and watercolor on board, presented in a 18 x 24 in.
decorative mat. Published as the back cover to MAD Magazine
#367. A clever gag that shows the stage-by-stage evolution of
mankind and womankind, from amphibious creatures crawling out
of the primordial ocean through contemporary human civilization,
with the man ultimately ending as a successful business man while
the woman hits the a literal “glass ceiling”. MAD always championed the underdog and was very progressive in its thinking. A
beautiful illustration that is ready to frame with its custom MAD
mat. In very good condition. $200 - $300

169. William Messner-Loebs original artwork for Wasteland
#1 complete 9-page story “R.ab.”. (DC, 1987) Accomplished
in pen and ink on 13 x 19.5 in. From issue #1 of the critically
acclaimed 1987 DC series Wasteland. “R.ab.” features MessnerLoebs’ dynamic story telling skills which are edgy, as befits a horror series, while also harkening back to traditional comics pacing.
Rare to find a complete story available. In very good condition.
$300 - $500

171. Norman Mingo original preliminary sketch of
MAD Magazine host “Alfred
E. Neuman” for a MAD
paperback.
(EC, 1976)
Accomplished in pencil on 9.5
x 13 in. artist’s vellum, sealed
in larger mat. This attractive
vintage drawing of Alfred E.
Neuman is the preliminary to
the 1976 Greasy MAD paperback. A finely drawn and a nice
image of the world famous icon
by the foremost Neuman artist,
Norman Mingo. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

170. William Messner-Loebs original artwork for Wasteland
#8 complete 9-page story “The Dead Detective”. (DC, 1988)
Accomplished in pen and ink on 13 x 19.5 in. Bristol art board.
From issue #8 of the critically acclaimed series Wasteland. Signed
on the last page. Fine rendering throughout, reminiscent of Will
Eisner’s story telling style, with a modern, edgier feel. In very good
condition. $500 - $700
172. Jon J. Muth original woman in a forest artwork. (ca.
1990s) Accomplished in pastels on 19 x 26 in artist’s leaf. A large
beautiful work depicting a lone woman walking through a dark
forest. Lots of energy and feeling in this forlorn and appealing
work. In very good condition. $400 - $600
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173. Jon J. Muth original cover painting for The Secret Sharer by Robert
Silverberg. (Underwood, 1988) Accomplished in mixed media on 22 x 30 in.
heavy artist stock with three panels affixed. Robert Silverberg’s well-known book
is graced by this moody and imaginative work as its cover. Depicting a nude
woman who is in a dream state with the background reflecting the mystery of
her mind. A large and evocative published work by this award-winning artist. In
very good condition. $400 - $600

174. Jon J. Muth original cover painting for Moonshadow
#9. (Marvel, 1986) Accomplished in pencil, ink, watercolor,
and mixed media on 11 x 17 in. art board. A deliciously rich
drawing of young “Moonshadow” in quiet contemplation,
with an inset of his friend “Ira” above. Exhibiting a tremendous energy and subtle line work. The alluring red outfit
stands out against the somber plum background. A masterwork published Marvel cover from the award-winning artist.
In very good condition. $600 - $800
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175. Jon J. Muth original woman with a sword
artwork. (ca. 1990s) Accomplished in brushed ink on
15 x 22 in. heavyweight artist’s leaf. Master artist Jon J.
Muth’s work is always arresting. This high contrast work
depicts an Asian woman wielding a sword in a forest
seen in silhouette. Large and dramatic rendering by this
winner of the prestigious Caldecott Medal. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

176. Alex Niño original unpublished portfolio plate artwork. (ca.
1970s) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 20 x 25 in. art board. An unused
portfolio plate. An amazing creation by this master who was well known
for his Warren magazine art. Alex Niño’s fantasy and sword and sorcery
artwork in the 1970s is still in high demand and this very detailed piece
showcases his lyrical style perfectly. Some correction fluid. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

179. Dan O’Neill original cover
recreation artwork for Air Pirates
Funnies. (1987) Accomplished in
pencil, ink, and crayon on 15 x 20
in. art board. Faithful recreation of
this (in)famous underground cover
using Disney’s “Mickey Mouse”
as a drug runner, which caused
Disney to sue the artist, who cried
fair use as satire. Signed and dated
by the artist at lower right. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

180. Mike Ploog original
page artwork for Marvel Super
Action #1 story “An Ugly
Mirror on Weird World”.
(Marvel, 1977) Accomplished in
ink and ink wash on 14 x 19
in. art board with stat affixed at
top. A beautifully rendered page
focusing on the protagonist of
the story, “Tyndall”, navigating
his way around the treacherous
“Weird World”, where he battles
and defeats a sea dragon. A lush
and appealing page. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

177. Howard Nostrand original artwork for a
Black Cat Mystic #61 complete 6-page story.
(Harvey, 1958) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 14
x 21 in. Bristol art board, being (1) title page and (5)
story pages. An interesting Sci-Fi story with dynamic
art by Nostrand, done for the pre-code horror title.
Fantastic bold art typical of the 1950s. Rare to find a
complete story from this era.Title page with some cuts
and stats. Exhibiting loose word balloons and paste-up
elements. In very good condition. $400 - $600

178. Dan O’Neill original Air Pirate Funnies
style artwork featuring “Mickey Mouse” on a
biplane. (ca. 1980s) Accomplished in ink and marker
11 x 14 in. artist’s leaf. A riff on O’Neill’s infamous
Air Pirate Funnies underground comic, which drew
the ire of the Walt Disney Corporation. Depicting
Mickey holding on to the wing of a bi-plane for dear
life. Likely a commission from the 1980s. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

181. Mike Ploog original artwork for an unrealized comic adaptation
of Rip Van Winkle. (ca. 1960s) Accomplished in ink and watercolor on 12.5 x
20 in. artist’s leaf. Depicting the tragic folklore figure “Rip Van Winkle”, likely
for First Comic’s unpublished Classics Illustrated project. A tour de force by this
well-loved artist. Signed in the art by the artist. Some corner pinholes. In very
good condition. $200 - $300
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182. Marshall Rogers original lightbox artwork of a “Mr.
Miracle” drawing by Jack Kirby.
(ca. 1990s) Accomplished in ink on
11 x 17 in. art board. Very nice finished ink drawing by Rogers of Jack
Kirby’s “Fourth World” character “Mr.
Miracle”. Note: there are no Kirby
pencils on this page. Rogers lightboxed a Kirby image to produce this
ink rendering. In very good condition. $500 - $700
184. P. Craig Russell
original artwork for
the “Dr. Strange” pinup “Dr Strange gets
lost on the way to the
Surrealists Convention”
from Dr. Strange Classics
#3. (Marvel, 1984)
Accomplished in pencil, ink, and zipatone on 20 x 27.5 in. comic art
stock. Award-winning artist P. Craig Russell, famous for his blending of
fantastical themes into his comic book work, really let’s his natural talents
shine in this huge “Dr. Strange” pin-up titled, “Dr. Strange gets lost on
the way to the Surrealists Convention”. This masterpiece is a stunning
example of some of the mindbending surrealism that has followed the
character right from the advent of his earliest adventures. Since joining the
MCU, interest in Dr. Strange has grown dramatically, and with his hotlyanticipated film sequel in the works, demand for quality artwork featuring
the Sorcerer Supreme has never been higher. Signed as “PCR”. Some tape
staining to verso and minor creasing. Otherwise, in very good condition.
$500 - $700

183. Marshall Rogers original artwork
for Bizarre Adventures #25 story “Safe
Street” Page 18 from featuring the
“Daughters of the Dragon”. (Marvel,
1981) Accomplished in pencil and ink
wash on 11 x 17 in. comic art stock. With
this issue, Marvel Preview became known
as Bizarre Adventures for the remainder of
the book’s run. The theme of this particular issue is “Lethal Ladies”, so it was to be
expected that there would be a story starring the “Daughters of the Dragon” by
their fan-favorite artist, Marshall Rogers!
On this hauntingly beautiful page, we learn
how the lady-vampire Angela Freeman
takes over her victims using her powers—
while also admiring the incredible artwork
of this 1970s dream-team. Scary stuff!
Includes overlay of dialogue for the page.
Signed by the artist. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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185. P. Craig Russell
original artwork for a
“Dr. Strange” pin-up
from Ultimate SpiderMan Super Special
#1. (Marvel, 2002)
Accomplished in pencil
and ink on 17.5 x 22 in.
art board. Russell’s fine
line work and all-around
ability come through
in this beautiful and
detailed piece, filled with
symbolism, nuance, and
most importantly, “Dr.
Strange”. In very good
condition. $500 - $700

186. P. Craig Russell original pinup artwork “Desire of the Endless”.
(DC, ca. 1990s) Accomplished in pencil
and ink on 11 x 16 in. board. A beautifully
rendered page from Russell’s “Sandman”
project featuring a Medusa like figure
looking down upon a forlorn woman.
Russell is well known for his fine illustrative style and this page is a wonderful
example of his artistic line work. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

187. Liam Sharp original double page splash artwork for
The Man-Thing. (Marvel, 1990s) Accomplished in pencil, ink, and
blue colored pencil on 20 x 28.5 in. artist’s leaf. Comic art superstar
Liam Sharp has worked everywhere—independents, DC, Marvel.
It was for the latter that he did issues #1-8 of his successful “ManThing” reboot in the late 1990s. It’s not clear which specific issue
this double page splash is from. It is clear, however, that it’s a ManThing masterpiece.We see the eponymous character on the right, a
magnificently noble and yet pathetic creature, finely portrayed with
much crosshatching and ink. On the left, a plethora of supporting
characters of the ongoing story. A beautiful and large presentation.
In very good condition. $500 - $700

189. Angelo Torress original artwork for comp a MAD
Magazine #255 complete 4-page The Cosby Show parody “The
Clodsby Show”. (MAD, 1985) Accomplished in ink and ink wash
on 19 x 24.5 in. art board. The Cosby Show was a huge hit from the
very beginning of its run in 1984, and MAD was quick to satirize the
show and its cast. “The Clodsby Show” is a beautifully caricatured
send-up of the classic sitcom by Angelo Torres. In very good condition. $600 - $800

188. Gilbert Shelton
original artwork for
The Fabulous Furry
Freak Brothers page. (ca.
1978) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 15 x 22
in. artist’s leaf. Fantastic
example of Shelton’s
well-known and loved
strip that was a favorite of underground art
collectors including Jerry
Garcia, who brought in
Shelton to do the cover
of the Grateful Dead’s Shakedown Street LP the same year! This
humorous strip has to do with skinny dipping and streaking, the
1970s phenomenon of running nude through public places. A
perfect example of this classic strip with a Fat Freddy’s Cat strip as
an added bonus below. Singed by the artist in pencil, lower right.
Exhibiting some white out correction and bottom two panels
pasted on. In very good condition. $500 - $700

190. Tom Sutton original artwork for Dr. Strange: Sorcerer
Supreme #6 complete 5-page story “The Book of Vishanti”.
(Marvel, 1989) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13 x 20 in. artist’s leaf. Randy L’Officier, an associate of the famed French creator
Moebius, wrote this delightfully metaphysical story that has the
appropriate measure of fantasy and magic that you’d expect of a
Dr. Strange adventure. Tom Sutton delivers a wonderfully fine and
detailed rendering throughout the five pages. In very good condition. $500 - $700
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194. Charles Vess original
theatrical poster art for
the Stephen Sondheim
musical Into the Woods.
(1992) Accomplished in
pencil and ink on 15 x 19
in. art board. Breathtaking
illustration depicting “Little
Red Riding Hood” and
the “Wolf ” for a production of Stephen Sondheim
musical at the Barter Theater
in Abingdon, VA, the headquarters of the artist’s Green
Man press. A prime example of Vess’ skill in depicting
myth and fantastical subjects.
Signed and dated by the artist lower right. In very good
condition. $500 - $700

191. Tom Sutton original artwork for Dr. Strange: Sorcerer
Supreme #7 complete 5-page story “The Mordo Chronicles
Part II”. (Marvel, 1989) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 13
x 20 in. artist’s leaf. Randy L’Officier, an associate of the famed
French creator Moebius, wrote this story titled “The Mordo
Chronicles Part II”. Tom Sutton does a wonderful job throughout replicating Steve Ditko’s incredibly imaginative storytelling
abilities and visual agility in unfolding a tale of cosmic proportions.
Incredibly accomplished work and attention is paid to details. In
very good condition. $500 - $700
192. John Van Fleet original artwork for a Hellraiser
#4 page. (Marvel, 1989)
Accomplished in pencil, ink,
and mixed media on 14 x 20
in. art board. Also includes (2)
vellum leafs with some printing notes and captions. John
Van Fleet deftly illustrated this
terror tale from Clive Barker’s
well-known comic, book, and
film series. A haunting and
skillfully painted panel page.
Signed by the artist lower
right. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

195. Charles Vess original preliminary artwork. (1986)
Accomplished in pencil on 20 x 30 in. art board. A finely
rendered preliminary drawing of a dramatic lone figure, hair
in the wind, holding a knife atop a mountain, overlooking a
vanquished dragon sinking into the mire. Filled with depth and
tonal shading. The finished preliminary to previous Lot 128.
Signed and inscribed below the artwork, “C Vess ‘86, To Henry,
a good one—Charles”. In fine condition. $800 - $1,200

193. Charles Vess original painting “Queen Cassiopeia”. (1999)
Accomplished in pencil, ink, watercolor, and mixed media on 15 x 16 in.
art board. Accompanied by a separate sheet of dialog balloons. A very finely
painted illustration by Vess of the vain and beautiful mythological figure
Queen Cassiopeia. Assumed to be a book illustration, though use unknown.
Finely rendered and appealing horizontal formatted page of the Queen,
King, and a sea dragon. Signed and dated by the artist. In very good condition. $300 - $500
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196. Charles Vess original artwork for the final
page of final page Taboo
#4 story “Morrigan
Tales”. (Spiderbaby, 1988)
Accomplished in pencil
and ink on 11.5 x 17 in.
artist’s leaf. A delicate and
refined page characteristic
of the artist, depicting a sad
woman being comforted
by another figure. Beautiful
ink work throughout and
superb final panel of a forest. Includes dialog overlay.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

197. Al McWilliams original dogfight artwork for
a “Spitfire” story page
from Crack Comics. (Quality,
1940s) Accomplished in pencil and ink on 14.5 x 19.5 in.
art board, A fabulous and rare
WWII-era large format page
from Crack Comics, featuring
“Spitfire” in battle with the
then-enemy of the US in Asia.
An exciting aerial battle typifying the propaganda comics
created at the time, which are
still historically significant and
rare. McWilliams is very well
known for creating and illustrating comics and strips from
the 1940s-70s. Exhibiting
general toning and small piece
missing from the top left corner, not affecting art. In good
condition. $200 - $300

199. Matt Wagner and Alfredo Alcala original artwork for a 21-page story from the unrealized comic
Demon #1. (DC, ca. 1990s) Consisting of (21) original art
pages accomplished in pencil and ink on 11.5 x 16.5 in.
artist’s vellum, and (2) additional photostatic pages. An
unpublished story though completely penciled and inked.
Notated in pencil, “Alfredo Alcala” on page three, likely
indicating he inked the piece. This is a fascinating and
desirable set of pages to an unpublished story, possibly
for an proposed Demon 2050 comic. Lovely and detailed
inking by Alcala is reminiscent of other DC/Vertigo
work such as Swamp Thing. A rare chance to purchase an
unpublished yet seemingly complete story. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

198. Matt Wagner original
cover artwork for the graphic
novel Mage Book One: The Hero
Discovered, Vol. Two. (Comico, ca.
1980s) Accomplished in pencil and
pastel on 19.5 x 28 in. artist’s leaf. A
beautifully painted published cover
featuring this dynamic fantasy protagonist and his cast of characters.
Wagner is a master artist (and writer,
too) and this large and finished
painting is a perfect “one-and-done”
example to check off this box. In
very good condition. $800 - $1,200
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201. Barry Windsor-Smith and Bill Everett original
artwork for Astonishing Tales Featuring Ka-Zar & Dr.
Doom #6 Page 5. (Marvel, 1971) Accomplished in pencil
and ink on 10.5 x 15 in. art board. A superbly executed page
with a desirable splash in the middle portion. Penciled by
Barry and inked by veteran great Bill Everett! Sharp drawing by the two greats make this a fine offering of “Ka-Zar”
from the magic time of the 1970s. Conan pages from the same
period routinely realize five figures. In very good condition.
$800 - $1,200
200. Kent Williams original artwork for Blood: A Tale. (DC/Epic,
1987) Accomplished in pencil, ink, and watercolor on 12 x 17.5 in. art
board. A superb and characteristically tense and energetic drawing of a
nude woman slightly bent forward. Williams’ work is in high demand and
the Yellow Kid Award-winning artist has received praise the world over for
his soul exposing portraits of strong but vulnerable woman. Signed and
dated by the artist. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000

202. Barry
Windsor-Smith
original artwork
for Daredevil #236
Page 1. (Marvel,
1986) Accomplished
in pencil, ink, and
correction fluid on
11 x 16 in. Bristol
board. BWS is at the
top of his game here
in this spectacular
opening splash page!
There is much to
love about this—two
full page panels and
Barry’s exquisite
design! Indicia affixed
to rear. Some minor
yellowing in margins.
In very good condition. $400 - $600
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203. Barry Windsor-Smith original artwork for Nick
Fury, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. #12 Page 3. (Marvel, 1969)
Accomplished in pencil, ink, and correction fluid on 11 x 17
in. art board, with multiple vellum paste-overs. Number 12
was the only issue Barry did of this memorable series, and this
page exhibits BWS’ superb layout and execution in a distinctly
appealing Marvel style. A great early example from one of the
legendary comic artists. In very good condition. $800 - $1,200

205. Frank Frazetta signed limited edition lithograph “Golden Girl”. Rare color lithograph accompanied by original mailer, folder, Russ Cochran letter
and decorative tissue paper. Numbered “678/2000” and
signed in cursive by Frank Frazetta. $200 - $300

204. Neal Adams portfolios and Jim Sterenko & Harlan Ellison
signed portfolio. Including Repent, Harlequin! portfolio signed by Jim
Steranko and Harlan Ellison, Neal Adams Conan set A and B portfolios,
1975 (bootleg?) Neal Adams sketch portfolio. Portfolios are most often
signed and numbered by the artist. No warranty to completeness of each
portfolio is made, although most, if not all, are thought to be complete,
often with original mailing envelope, and are in generally fine condition.
$200 - $300

206. Frank Frazetta Famous Funnies portfolio and Roy
Krenkel Seven Wonders of the Ancient World portfolio. Frazetta
Famous Funnies portfolio and Roy Krenkel Seven Wonder of the
ancient world portfolio. Portfolios are most often signed and numbered by the artist. No warranty to completeness of each portfolio
is made, although most, if not all, are thought to be complete, often
with original mailing envelope, and are in generally fine condition.
$200 - $300

207. Jon J. Muth prints and signed leaf from Stonecutter by
John Kuramoto. (1994) Consisting of a 17 x 24 in. mat containing art prints and a page signed by Jon J. Muth and John Kuramoto,
hand-numbered “25/500”. Being elements from a limited edition
printing of Stonecutter. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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208. Arthur Rackham (5) engraving
prints. Collection of (5) vintage color
engraving prints ranging in size from 5
x 6.75 in. to 5.25 x 7.75 in., mounted
to backing board, matted, and ready for
framing. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

210. The Studio artists portfolios and prints. Including signed
Bernie Wrightson Edgar Allan Poe Portfolio (2 copies), Wrightson
Apparitions, two Wrightson Frankenstein, Drawings of Barry
Windsor Smith box, Sibyla Portfolio by Barry Windsor Smith,
Dragons print #1 and 2 by Michael Kaluta, Dante’s Inferno by
Kaluta, and Children’s Twilight by Kaluta. Portfolios are most often
signed and numbered by the artist; No warranty to completeness
of each portfolio is made, although most/ all are thought to be
complete and often with original mailing envelope and are usually
in excellent, unread condition. $200 - $300
150

209. Wally Wood signed original drawing, portfolios, and
ephemera. Including an original signed female nude drawing, Sally
Forth #1, The Rare Wood, Weird Sex Fantasy Portfolio (torn cover)
plus misc. Wood prints. Includes parodies of Flash Gordon and Star Wars.
Portfolios are most often signed and numbered by the artist. No warranty to completeness of each portfolio is made, although most, if not
all, are thought to be complete, often with original mailing envelope,
and are in generally fine condition. $200 - $300

211. Collection of Fantasy-themed porfolios. Including P. Craig
Russell Chimera, Stephen Fabian’s Fantastic Nudes, Mike Nasser’s
Starspawn, Bob Gould’s Two Man Horse Portfolio, Frank Thorne’s
Wizards and Warrior Women Portfolio, Howard Chaykin’s Cody
Starbuck (2 copies), Chaykin Elric Portfolio, Chaykin Robin Hood,
Chaykin A Study in Scarlet, Fantasy Worlds of Alex Nino, Frank
Brunner Bran Mal Morn, Frank Brunner Alice in Wonderland,
Jim Starlin Camelot 4005, Dave Sim the Animated Cerebus, Frank
Cirocco The Land of Shadows, Bruce Jones Other women other
Worlds Portfolio, Mike Ploog Night Cap Portfolio, Jack Katz’s First
Kingdom Portfolio, Tom Sutton Dream Quest Portfolio, Kenneth
Smith Phantasmagoria portfolio (2). Portfolios are most often signed
and numbered by the artist; No warranty to completeness of each
portfolio is made, although most/ all are thought to be complete and
often with original mailing envelope and are usually in excellent,
unread condition. $200 - $300
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